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HlO - HOLLAND 2028 OLYMPICS 
by Jeroen Potjer 

Final Report 





(H 0 Holland 2028 Olympics' is 
2 - an architectural vision for 

the Olympics in the Netherlands in which the 
second life of new investments is incorporated 
in all scales. 

The final goal for the graduation thesis has been 
to design an Olympic stadium that is an archi
tectural icon and is 'essentially sustainable'. For 
this thesis an 'essentially sustainable building' is 
defined as a building that will be useful and an 
addition for its location in two life phases . The 
design will not just aim for the Olympics, but 
also for a 'second life' when the event is done . 
A special, visually attractive structure will play 
a key role in the architectural design of the sta
dium. 

The architectural vision that has been devel
oped in this thesis ranges from a very large scale 
to a very small scale. The following steps were 
taken: 

J. Preliminary research into 
a. spatial developments in the Nether
lands 
b. stadium design 

2. Development of a master plan for the 
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Olympics in the Netherlands 
3. Development of a master plan for the sta

dium location: 'Urban Heart' 
4. Architectural design of the main stadium 
5. Architectural and structural design of the 

roof structure 

The developed master plan is closely related to a 
range of actual developments, ensuring the plan 
has firm roots in regional and national plans in 
the Netherlands. 

The project started with the choice of Amster
dam as the host city of the Olympics and the 
choice of a main theme: 'H20 - Holland 2028 
Olympics'. In the coming years the World will 
see issues grow that concern water : like the on
going rise of water levels and a increasing de
mand for drinking water just when availability 
decreases. The Netherlands can be considered 
as the World leader in water management. A 
sustainable and inspiring approach to water 
problems will be the main theme of the Olym
pics. This theme has been fully incorporated in 
the further design of the project. 

A master plan has been developed in which three 
main locations around Amsterdam will form an 
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Olympic triangle that will be the heart of the 
Olympics. The Olympics will induce an enor
mous demand on the public transport system, 
therefore the mobility concept is a decisive ele
ment within the master plan. The three Olym
pic locations are connected with a series of high 
speed railway lines and a group of fast and slow 
ferries. Boats offer a very flexible transportation 
system, they do not require expensive new infra
structure. The railway lines that are used in the 
master plan are all existing or planned lines, that 
will have a firm legacy: for example the North
South Amsterdam Subway line is used and also 
a desired new high speed rail line connecting 
Schiphol to Almere. 

The Olympic Village will be located on a series 
of new islands in the I)meer; it will be a show
case for typical Dutch ways of living in and 
around the water. After the Olympics it will be 
a residential zone for the rapidly expanding city 
of Almere. 

After studying planned urban developments of 
Amsterdam, the location of the Olympic Stadi
um is chosen in accordance with these develop
ments. The main stadium will be located right 
in the city centre of Amsterdam at the Northern 
waterfronts of the I). The location is called 'Ur
ban Heart' in the developed master plan. Apart 
from the stadium the 'Urban Heart' houses the 
Olympic Pool and a media centre. After the 
Olympics, the buildings in the 'Urban Heart' 
will be given a new function . The media centre 
will be a new cruise terminal , the Pool will be a 

Civic Centre and the Olympic Stadium will be 
converted into a football stadium. 

The conversion of an athletics to a football sta
dium has had a crucial influence on the shape 
of the building. It was a strong requirement to 
ensure the best possible views for all spectators 
for both sports. The shape of a football pitch 
is much smaller and shorter than an athletics 
track, keeping the spectators in close proxim
ity to the action demands a conversion of the 
seating bowl after the Olympics. A solution was 
found by leaving one side of the stadium open. 
The athletics track can then be placed eccentric 
to the seating bowl ; the track sort of sticks out 
the stadium at the south end . A temporary lower 
tier is placed around the athletics track in the 
open end (see figure S.l) . By being open, it also 
offers spectacular views from the stands into the 
city and from the city into the stadium. After the 
Olympics, the pitch will be dug in, the lower tier 
extended downwards and the open side closed , 
so the stadium can be reused as a real, purpose
built football stadium. 

An oversized, iconic roof is another dominant 
architectural feature of the stadium. The com
position of the curved roof and the large num
ber of slender vertical columns resemble people 
holding up a rain shelter (see figure S.2) . 

Due to its enormous scale it made sense for the 
roof structure to be designed as a lightweight 
structure: a structure that has a low dead load 
compared to the live load acting on it. This is 



characteristically achieved by efficient use of 
building material by creating a strong link be
tween structural behaviour and form. The goal 
of this link between structural behaviour and 
form is to use axial internal forces as much as 
possible and to prevent the use of bending mo
ments as much as possible. This link between 
structural behaviour and form did not just make 
sense structurally, it also created a visually at
tractive and playful structure. 

The possibility to place columns around, but not 
within, the perimeter of seating bowl, led to a 
split in two different systems within the roof. 
Above the field and the seating bowl the roof is 
a wheel-like cable structure of prestressed ten
sile cables confined by a undulating compres
sion ring. Around the seating bowl the roof has 
a structure of main triangular, curved trusses 
with a roofing of domes. The compression ring 
and the triangular columns are supported by a 
large number of slender columns (see figure S.3 
and SA). The columns seem to have a random 
placement, which gives the building a playful 
appearance. 

The spoked-wheel cable structure is a true form
active lightweight system; it is almost entirely 
subjected to axial internal forces. The cables in 
the net are always in tension. 

The main triangular trusses are subjected to 
bending moments. Therefore they cannot be 
classified as a form-active lightweight system. 
They form a section-active lightweight system. 

The domed geometry of the roofing system re
duces the dead weight of the roofing, making it 
also a lightweight structure. Due to this form, 
horizontal forces are acting on the main trusses. 
But because of their three-dimensional geom
etry and henceforth the considerable increase 
of moment of inertia they are able to take these 
loads. 

The stadium roof has its own stability system. 
This stability system is formed by twenty trian
gular subsystems that each consist of a vertical 
and a diagonal member. Those stability triangles 
are facing in different angles, so the roof can re
sist lateral loading in all directions. 

Structural calculations have been made for all 
main elements of the roof structure. All the 
structural problems have been abstracted to 
relatively simple diagrams so that hand calcu
lations could be made. The results of the hand 
calculations were in a later stage confirmed by 
computer analyses. 

Jeroen Potjer, 
Amsterdam, 21.10.2010 
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Thl· S is the final report of the gradua
tion thesis: 'H20 - Holland 2028 

Olympics'. The design thesis is the final project 
for the study: Architecture, Building and Plan
ning, with a specialization in Structural Design 
and Architecture, at Eindhoven University of 
Technology. The ultimate goal of the thesis is 
the design of an Olympic Stadium for 2028 in 
Amsterdam. 

In a well designed stadium, architecture and 
structure work in perfect symbiosis. As a struc
tural engineer I find stadium design one of the 
most fascinating fields of play within the design 
practice. The thesis has resulted in the architec
tural and structural design for the Olympic Sta
dium with a main focus on the roof structure. 

Driven by my fascination to combine engineer
ing and architecture, I have done a six months 
internship with Populous (formerly: HOK Sport 
Architecture), Brisbane Office. As my interest in 
designing stadia grew within HOK Sport, I have 
decided to further explore the field of stadium 
design for my graduation project. 

The graduation project has been executed as a 
'working internship' at Pieters Bouwtechniek, 
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Amsterdam office. Pieters Bouwtechniek is one 
of the major structural engineering offices in 
the Netherlands. During the time span of the 
graduation thesis I have partly worked on this 
project and partly on real projects of 
Pieters Bouwtechniek. 

Jeroen Potjer, 
Amsterdam, 21.10.2010 
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I 1928 the city of Amsterdam was host to n the Summer Olympics. Almost a cen
tury has passed since the Olympics came to the 
Netherlands and plans are being made to host 
the world's most prestigious sports event once 
more, in the year 2028, precisely a hundred 
years after the 1928 games. Those developments 
are used as a starting point for the graduation 
thesis 'H20 - Holland 2028 Olympics'. 

By all means the Summer Olympics are an event 
on an almost incomprehensible scale. Compar
ing the time span of the events and the invest
ments being made, something remarkable is 
noted. The Olympics require a few very large
scale facilities that are being used very intensely 
during the event, a time span of mere a month . 
What will happen with these facilities when the 
Olympics have passed is sometimes unclear, re
sulting in a serious risk for the host of the event. 
In the past there has often been insufficient 
awareness for this 'second life' of Olympic facili
ties. 

Tn history the outcome of hosting the Olympics 
greatly differed for the host cities. In the best 
cases hosting the games generated a leap for-
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ward for the host cities: abandoned urban areas 
were regenerated and the cities inherited new 
infrastructure, public transport and public spac
es. However, there have been cases where the 
cities have been burdened with enormous debts 
and a few buildings that, due to their scale, do 
not fit in the urban fabric. These so called 'white 
elephants' are desolated scars in the city. Their 
present state is an enormous contradiction 
with what they used to be: architectural icons 
of healthiness and unison of people and focal 
point of a global interest. In my opinion (archi
tectural) designers should do all that is in their 
power to prevent this phenomenon. 

J 
The goal for the graduation thesis has been to 
design an Olympic stadium that is an architec
tural icon and is 'essentially sustainable'. For 
this thesis an 'essentially sustainable building' is 
defined as a building that will be useful and an 
addition for its location in two life phases. The 
design will not just aim for the Olympics, but 
also for a 'second life' when the event is done. 
A special, visually attractive structure will play 
a key role in the architectural design of the sta
dium. 

11 
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The 'second life' seems to get more and more at
tention from the Olympic planners. The Olym
pics as an event will change. As a result of the 
global financial crisis and an increasing concern 
for the environment huge investments as have 
been made in Beijing, merely for visual great
ness, climaxing in the astonishing but utterly 
expensive 'birds nest', seem to be unlikely. The 
Olympic Stadium currently being built for the 
London 2012 Olympics has a much more mod
est appearance. Great effort is being made to en
sure a useful second life for this stadium. After 
the Olympics the stadium will be downsized , in 
this so-called legacy mode it will be a useful sta
dium for the future . 

For this project a meaningful second life will 
have to be ensured as well. A combination of at 
least two strategies can be followed in order to 
achieve this : 

To temporarily accommodate existing struc
tures or facilities in the city, so that they can 
be used as Olympic facilities . If necessary, 
they can be restored in their original state 
after the games. 

To search for a meaningful redevelopment 
for the buildings after the games to facilitate 
for a new usage, not necessarily restricted 
to sport. 

Perhaps it is not necessary to only build new 
facilities for every Olympics. Maybe certain ex
isting structures in the urban fabric can be cus
tomized temporarily to facilitate sports events. 
Using adaptable structures an architecture with 
a temporary lifespan can be made that matches 
the temporary nature of the event. 

It might also be possible to give the Olympic 
facilities a meaningful 'second life'. After the 
Olympics the buildings will be redeveloped to 
facilitate a new usage, not necessarily restricted 
to sport. One can think of other functions that 
potentially will fit better in the urban context 
for example youth centers or market halls. ' 

Temporary construction will not, if properly ex
ecuted, leave any 'scars' in the urban condition . 
However it is still a waste at some level; at least 
a waste of energy and in many cases also a waste 
of material. At an early stage in the project it has 
therefore been decided to put the main focus on 
the latter of these strategies; redevelopment is 
favoured over temporary construction. If big in
vestments are be made it is much more power
ful to spend these on permanent facilities that 
can be used over great length of time after the 
event. 

To favour redevelopment over temporary con
struction is especially valid for the main stadi
um. After the Olympics, the Olympic Stadium 
will be redeveloped as a football stadium; it will 
be the home ground for AFC Ajax. 



[n both life phases, the most important objec
tive of the design should be to create the best 
possible atmosphere for outstanding sports 
achievements. A second important goal would 
be to ensure a great viewing experience for the 
public. Giving the public a great viewing experi
ence will result in a superb atmosphere in the 
stadium and this wit! further advance the per
formance of the athletes. Next to the public that 
will visit the stadium, the games will be followed 
by an enormous global crowd through multime
dia . Ensuring a good viewing experience for this 
crowd is of great importance as well . 

[n the past, large-scale sports facilities have been 
banned from the cities far too often. They have 
been subtracted from the urban fabric and have 
been given a place at the edges of the city. In this 
project the Olympic facilities are included in the 
urban fabric; they will have a significant loca
tion in the city. The games, and sports in gen
eral, should be an integral part of the city again. 
Especially during the second life of the build
ings it is essential for the buildings to be firmly 
rooted in the cityscape. The buildings should 
be useful in their urban area and an addition to 
their location . 

In this graduation thesis the main focus has 
been on the first and second life of the Olympic 

Stadium. I n addition, the impact of hosting the 
Olympics on the Netherlands are considered. 
It is questioned what benefits can be made for 
the Netherlands as a result of hosting the event . 
Some of the current themes in the spatial plan
ning agenda of the Netherlands are : mobility, 
intensifying of cities, climate change, sustain
ability, sources of energy, management of rising 
water levels and the aging of the population . 
Hosting the Olympics, if any event, can have a 
catalyzing and activating effect on difficult deci
sions that will have to be made for these affairs 
in the future . 
The graduation thesis has resulted in an archi
tectural vision for the Olympics Games in the 
Netherlands from a very large scale to a very 
small scale. The following steps are taken : 

1. Preliminary research into 
a. spatial developments in the Nether
lands 
b. stadium design 

2. Development of a master plan for the 
Olympics in the Netherlands 

3. Development of a master plan for the sta
dium location 

4. Architectural design of the main stadium 
5. Architectural and structural design of the 

roof structure 

After each step there has been a focus in the the
sis. Within the master plan there has been focus 
on the stadium location . Within this location 
there has been a focus on the architectural de
sign of the stadium. Within the stadium design 
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there has been a focus on the special roof struc
ture, which has been worked out architecturally 
and structurally up to detail level. 

Summarizing, if the Netherlands want to have a 
serious change of winning the bid for the 2028 

Olympics, the Olympics will have to be firmly 
rooted on existing and planned developments. 
This has to be achieved on several scales : on a 
national scale for example a good infrastructure 
is of great importance and on a smaller scale the 
buildings will have to be carefully fitted in their 
environment and will have to have a meaningful 
second life. Carefully rooting the event will be 
essential for successful games and furthermore 
for a fertile spin-off, the generation of benefits 
for the Netherlands for great length of time after 
the event. 
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The theme of the 2028 Olympics should be wa
ter. In the coming years water levels will keep 
rising, and the task to ensure a sufficient quan
tity of drinking water for the world's growing 
population will be more and more complex. As 
a delta country below sea level The Netherlands 
have a lifelong history of successfully combat
ting the water of the sea and rivers. The defence 
line of the 'delta works' is world famous. The 
superstructures make the Dutch engineering 
expertise still wanted globally, recently Dutch 
companies have been involved in large land rec
lamation projects in the Gulf states. We excel 
in sports which are in or on the water. In pre
vious Olympics we have won medals in swim
ming, water polo, sailing, rowing, ice-skating 
and snowboarding. In our 'Golden Age' we ruled 
the seas and discovered new lands. Our crown 
prince has water management as his main in
terest, next to being a member of the IOC. Our 
compact, densely populated country naturally 
has caused to investigate new and innovative 
ways of living and building. Very often this in
volved a certain relationship with water: new 
lands are reclaimed in the 'polders', wind mills 
are a famous element of our landscape and it the 
old cities the canals are an iconic feature . The 
Netherlands is connected with water since the 
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very beginning of our country. The Olympics 
provide an outstanding opportunity to show the 
world how we can and should deal with water in 
a sustainable way. The economic spin-off for our 
engineering industry will be notable. 

Amsterdam is chosen as a main location for the 
2028 Olympics. Amsterdam is already a. very 
strong brand name. Internationally it is some
times even more well-known than the Nether
lands. Dutch citizens find this strange, but it 
will prove to be a great asset in the bid for the 
Olympics. Amsterdam is sometimes referred to 
as 'the city on stilts'. With its canals and house 
boats it is a perfect example of a city on the wa
ter. The Netherlands are worldwide acclaimed 
for their 'Superdutch' architecture, especially 
in dwelling. In Amsterdam, for example, a few 
harbour areas, the have been regenerated with 
great acclaim. Currently a lot of activity is tak
ing place to redevelop both the waterfronts of 
the IJ. 

Also of the Dutch cities, Amsterdam currently 
has the best in place infrastructure and sports 
facilities to accommodate such an enormous 
event as the Olympics and new investments 
will probably have the best changes for a useful 
legacy here. 

The Olympics are expected to provide great po-
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tential in the regeneration of more harbour ar
eas and the connection with Almere. 

The creation of a theme and the analysis of the 
urban condition of Amsterdam and its future 
developments have resulted in a master plan 
for the 2028 Olympics in the Netherlands. The 
master plan H20 is shown in figures 1.1. 

The mobility concept is a deciding element 
within the master plan. The Olympics will in
duce an enormous demand on the public trans
port system. The Dutch Ministry of Housing, 
Spatial planning and Environment (Ministe
rie van VROM) compares the demand in their 
'Schetsboek ruimte voor Olympische Plannen' 
as a three week long Queensday [lJ. 

The master plan groups the vast majority of the 
Olympic facilities at three locations. Each loca
tion is given its own appearance and theme. 

n 

The 'Urban Heart' will be the public 'beating 
heart ' of the Olympics, located right in the city 
centre of Amsterdam on a location next to the 
water; along the Northern waterfronts of the IJ. 
This will be the location for the new O lympic 
stadium and the Olympic pool [2J. Furthermore 
there will be a media and public centre on this 
location ; this will be the place for the press and 

the general publ ic, a place where people will buy 
their tickets and where the countries will cel
ebrate their winnings. After the Olympics the 
buildings in the 'Urban Heart' will be given a 
new function: the Olympic stadium for example 
will be the stadium for AFC Ajax . 

The Olympic village will be located on a series 
of new islands in the IJmeer, next to Almere 
Pam pus. The theme for these islands is 'Water & 
Relaxation'. The Olympic village will be a typical 
Dutch showcase of innovative and responsible 
ways of living in and around the water. This will 
be a relaxed environment in which the athletes 
can rest and prepare for the Games. Also a se
ries of outdoor sports will be held here. After the 
Olympics it will be a residential zone for Alm
ere. Part of the Olympic village can be built as 
floating houses and shipped elsewhere after the 
Olympics. 

A large part of the future housing need of the 
Northern Randstad is planned to be located in 
Almere. Having a current population of 190,000, 
Almerewishes to grow to a city with a population 
of 350,000 in 2030 bJ. To achieve this 60,000 
new houses have to be built . Almere is planning 
to build some of these houses on a new island in 
the IJmeer, called IJland (see figure 1.2) . Simulta
neously artificial wetlands will be created in the 
Markermeer to provide for a series of environ
mental improvements for the lakes around the 
city. Almere emphasizes that a new high speed 

" FIgure 1.2 Th OlympIc Village wIll be 
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rail connection to Amsterdam is essential for its 
largely commuting population. 

Considering the chosen theme, the incorpora
tion of this new island and rail connection in the 
master plan offers great potential. 

The third location for the 2028 Olympics will 
be the 'Green Sports Axis'. This is an existing 
axis of sports facilities running from the 1928 

Olympic stadium in the North to the Wagener 
(Field-) hockey stadium in the Amsterdamse 
Bos in the South . The current sports facilities 
on this Sports Axis will be upgraded and inten
sified . The upgraded axis will have an Olympic 
quality and a very green appearance. 

These locations will form a new Olympic trian
gle. The three Olympic locations are connected 
with a series of high speed railway lines and a 
group of fast and slow ferries. 

Embedding boat connections in the master plan 
has some advantages (see figure 1.2). It is a very 
flexible transportation system. They can be used 
for when exactly they are needed, and do not 
require an expensive new infrastructure. Boats 
can cover the extreme heavy demand during the 
Olympics and be sold or used elsewhere after 
the event. Also they can offer a safe and private 
transport for Athletes and VIPs. Using battery 

powered boats will be an environmental friend
ly and very fun way of transportation during the 
Olympics. A series of slow boats can offer more 
touristic connections: these boats can show the 
canals of Amsterdam, the Dutch lakes and fish
ing villages. Some boats can offer special dining 
packages. 

The railways will be the fastest connections be
tween the Olympic locations and they will have 
a firm legacy (see figure 1.3 and 1.4). First there 
is the Noordzuidlijn indicated in blue in figure 
l.l and 1.4. This subway line is currently under 
construction. For the 2028 Olympics it will be 
extended in the South and it will have an extra 
branch in the North, directly into the 'Urban 
Heart'. 

The red line will be the highly desired I]meerlijn, 
connecting Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam and 
Almere. This line will be a Maglev line, there
fore offering a very fast connection between the 
'Green Sports Axis' and the Olympic village: 
maximum travel time wilt just be twenty-five 
minutes. The line will run in a tunnel under
neath the I]meer, therefore not disturbing this 
important ecological and recreational area. Af
ter the Olympics this line will be of great value, 
it will be one of the main connections for the 
"double city" of Amsterdam and Almere. 

The yellow line will be a new subway line di
rectly connecting the 'Urban Heart' and the 
Olympic village. The rail will run in the same 
tunnel as the red line, underneath the IJmeer. 
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In Amsterdam it will be partly on the ground, it 
will run on a new bridge over the IJ connecting 
the Northern and Southern IJ waterfronts. After 
the Olympics this line will adjusted to ensure a 
valuable legacy. The direct connection into the 
'Urban Heart' will no longer be necessary. The 
line will be diverted directly to Amsterdam Cen
tral Station and extended to the North-West, 
creating a desired subway connection between 
Zaanstad, Amsterdam, IJburg and A1mere [3] . 
The infrastructure that has been built into the 
'Urban Heart' will be useful after the Olympics 
as well. A new tramway will run over the new 
bridge, into the North of Amsterdam, then go
ing Southwest to the Zeeburgereiland and into 
Oiemen. The municipality of Amsterdam has 
the desire for such a tram connection. 

For the 'Urban Heart' a location has been 
searched along the waterfronts of the IJ. There 
are elaborate developments planned for the 
Northern and Southern waterfronts of the [J [n], 
there is already a lot of building activity on both 
shores (see figure 1.6). In the end this will result 
in a skyline of iconic buildings along the water. 
From West to East one comes across the follow
ing buildings (among others) . There is the edgy, 
cultural quarter 'NDSM-werf' in the Northwest. 
In the Southwest there are some special residen
tial buildings ; the 'Pontsteiger' is planned to be 
build next to the existing 'Silodam' (see figure 
1.6). The central station is currently under reno
vation and when finished it will be much more 

focused on the IJ-side. Across is the 'Overhoeks' 
district. This will be a special residential zone 
and home of the new and iconic 'Filmmuseum' 
(see figure 1.6). Also a high-rise business strip 
will be located here (see figure 1.6). Further to 
the East there is the concert hall 'Muziekge
bouw aan 't IJ/BIMhuis' and the skyline of the 
'Oostelijke Handelskade' which is a mix of old 
warehouses and new offices. The 'Oostelijke 
havengebieden' are a set of residential zones on 
former harbour islands with very special archi
tecture and urban planning. 

Extensive plans are already made for most of 
the areas along the waterfronts. An area for 
which the plans are still a bit undetermined is 
the mixed industrial zone 'Hamerstraatgebied', 
this site is chosen as the location for the 'Urban 
Heart'. 

The 'Urban Heart' will be located in an urban 
area around the 'Hamerstraat' former industrial 
zone (see figure 1.8) . The Meeuwenlaan sepa
rates the area from an old residential zone in 
the North, called the 'Vogelenbuurt'. Two other 
residential zones are located to the West of the 
zone: 'IJplein' and 'Het Ook'. All of the residen
tial areas here have social problems. The ac
tual 'Hamerstraatgebied' is a mixed industrial 
zone, it is housing old large-scale industry as 
well as some new offices housing creative entre
preneurs [4,5]. Across the water of the IJ is the 
'Java-eiland'. This old harbour area is famously 
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regenerated into a popular residential zone with 
a beautiful urban scheme and architecture. The 
head of Java-eiland is still vacant: the Amster
dam locality is still looking for a metropolitan 
function for this site [3J. This site will be incor
porated in the master plan for the 2028 Olym
pics, as well as the two residential zones in the 
West. The old 'Vogelenbuurt' in the North will 
not be part of the master plan. 

The 'Urban Heart' will have one comprehensive 
concept. Three elements are used as a metaphor 
to build up this concept. These elements are all 
related to the theme of water, and they are (more 
or less) typical Dutch images. The elements are: 
a bridge, a dike and an umbrella (see figure 1.7) 

The translation from metaphors into actual 
(building-) elements is also shown in figure 1.7. 

A new bridge for pedestrians, cyclists and the 
new subway line will span across the [J. The sur
rounding landscape of the Olympic stadium is 
raised, creating a typical Dutch dike. The um
brella is translated into two floating roofs, vi 
sually connecting the Olympic stadium and 
Olympic pool. 

The master plan of the 'Urban Heart' is shown 
in figure 1.10. [n the figure the stadium and pool 
are shown as well as the Media/public centre, 
which is located on the head of the 'Java-eiland '. 
In between a public square emerges. The bridge 
is connecting both sides of the IJ. A green boule
vard for pedestrian and cyclists is created along 
the Northern waterfront of the IJ . The dike is a 

green element that will fit effortlessly into this 
green axis . The street profile of the Meeuwen
laan is completed. In the east it will have dense 
appearance: buildings will close the street pro
file . It the West the street has a more open pro
file: some detached houses are located here. A 
park-like environment will match this open pro
file . The warm-up tracks will find their location 
here. Existing residential zones have to be de
molished, but housing will reappear in the area. 
North of the stadium a mixed zone is created 
in which housing and businesses will find their 
place. Some new buildings will be developed 
here and historic buildings will be preserved as 
much as possible. The mixed zone functions as 
a buffer zone between the stadium and the resi
dential areas in the North. A hotel can function 
as a high-rise accent for the place. 

A new bridge for pedestrians, cydists and the 
new subway line will span across the IJ. The 
subway line comes above the ground just before 
the bridge. This will be a physical connection 
between North and South, and also a symbolic 
connection. The Northern districts, 'Amster
dam-Noord' wiill finally be part of the city. 

The dike will be serving a wide range of goals. [t 
will form an outdoor grandstand for the pu blic to 
come together and follow the events (see figure 
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1.9). Maybe a large LED screen can be installed 
in the water. It will visually reduce the gigantic 
scale of the stadium; the lower profile of the sta
dium will more easily fit in the urban context. It 
allows the public to enter to lower tier through a 
gallery around the stadium. This creates a clas
sical "arena" feeling and it allows people to move 
around the stadium and still follow the events. 
The enormous area that will be needed for car 
and bus parking will be inside the dike. It allows 
the separation of different user groups (media, 
athletes, VIPs, general public) in a clear and 
subtle way. It can soften the facade of the sta
dium a bit. It can complete a street profile in the 
North and separate the stadium public from the 
passing public on the green route in the South. 

The umbrella will be a shelter for sun and rain. 
The oversize roof will cover public place around 
the stadium, the transport hub that is located 
within the dike and a few small sports fields on 
the dike. After the Olympics this will still be a 
public meeting place. The stadium and the pool 
will have a similar roof, visually connecting the 
two. 

e 

After the Olympics the buildings in the 'Urban 
Heart' will be given a new function (see figure 
1.12). In this legacy mode the Olympic stadium 
will be converted into the home ground for AFC 
Ajax . The media centre will be a second cruise 

terminal, right across the existing terminal. By 
that time the existing cruise terminal will have 
outreached its capacity. The Olympic pool will 
be redeveloped as a meeting place for the resi
dents of the area. Only the iconic roof will re
main, under this roof a Civic Centre can be cre
ated that houses a range of functions: a market 
hall, a youth centre, a skate track and a theatre 
are some examples that could be incorporated 
into this multi-purpose building. 

Figure 1.11 shows the ideal orientation for a foot
ball and athletics stadium, located in the North
ern hemisphere. In the master plan the stadium 
is placed so that it has a perfect sun orientation. 

The underlying principle is that runners in ath
letics and sportsmen in ball games should never 
have the late afternoon sun in their eyes [5J . The 
sun should be at the side of the pitch during play. 
Apart from the players, this orientation also suits 
the spectators and TV cameras. The orientation 
also allows the morning sun to fall on the great
est area of the pitch in winter months. This is 
important for the football pitch to defrost before 
the match and in general promotes the grass to 
grow. The main stand is located on the West
side of the stadium. This is the stand for VIPs, 
TV cameras and media commentary positions. 
Because it is undesirable for media to be forced 
to travel around the stadium for interviews af
ter a game, the rooms for athletes are under this 
main stand as well. 
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An oversized, floating roof is the dominant ar
chitectural feature of the stadium. The initial 
image reference for this roof was an umbrella: 
a shelter for the sun and, more typical, rain of 
the Dutch climate. As the architectural design 
developed, this image reference evolved (which 
is explained in more detail in paragraph 3.1.3). 
The architectural composition of the curved, 
floating roof and a great number of vertical 
stilts resembles a group of people protecting 
themselves for the rain by holding a impro
vised rain shelter (as seen in music festivals in 
the Netherlands). This image reference fits very 
well to the Olympic ideals of brotherhood and 
cooperation . The composition has a playful and 
informal appearance, that could be considered 
as typical Dutch. 

A very important design precondition for the 
stadium is to cater for two different sports: dur
ing the Olympics it should cater for athletics 
and in a second life for football. This precondi
tion has had a mayor influence on the form and 
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appearance of the stadium. 

[n the past quite a few stadiums have been build 
that are used for both football and athletics, es
pecially in Europe. The common layout for these 
stadia was to place an athletics track around the 
perimeter of a football field. Unfortunately this 
comes at great cost to the viewing quality: the 
football fans are pushed so far away from the 
pitch that their sense of involvement with the 
game suffers (see figure 2.2). 

Nowadays such a layout is regarded to be old
fashioned. When football clubs have new stadia 
build they prefer to have their fans located at 
close proximity to the action, in order to create a 

Figure 2.2 - An athletics rack around thp 
oot.bal/ pi ch pushes th.-. fans far away t ram 
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3. Close the south corner 

2. Extend the lower 

seating tier downwards 

1. Dig-in the field of play 

< Figur 2.3 - The conversion strategy for he 
H20 Stadium 



dense 'arena' atmosphere. 

The main design strategy for the stadium is to 
create a seating bowl that offers the best pos
sible viewing positions for athletics during the 
Olympics and the best possible viewing posi
tions for football after the Olympics. This can 
be put into practice by means of a conversion of 
the seating bowl. 

A football pitch is smaller than the field of play 
for athletics. For good viewing quality it is de
sired to have the start of the lower seating tier 
located very near to the perimeter of the pitch. 
This can be achieved by digging in the field of 
play and extending the lower seating tier down
wards. 

The field of play for athletics is larger than the 
field of play for football. Also the length-width 
ratio of the athletics field of play is larger. There
fore the proposed conversion by digging down 
the field and extending the seating bowl would 
still result in a seating bowl with viewing posi
tions which have to much distance from the ac
tion at the shorts end of the field. A solution is 
found by having a seating bowl for athletics that 
has the layout of a horseshoe; the seating bowl is 
left open at the South corner. The seating bowl 
is thus entirely permanent. Only the south cor
ner needs to be demolished and rebuilt for the 
conversion. 

The conversion will be executed as follows (see 
figure 2.3) : 

1. Dismantling the athletics 
field of play and temporary 
seating in the south 

2. Digging in the field of play 
3. Extending the lower seating 

tier downwards (the south 
corner will now have 
permanent seating) 

4. Closing the south corner by 
constructing new elevated 
tiers 

The seating capacitywill be increased by the con
version . During the Olympics the stadium will 
have a capacity of 60,000 seats and as a football 
stadium it will have a capacity of 80,000 seats. 
Those capacities fit the desires of the Olympic 
planners in the Netherlands and AFC Ajax. The 
planners for Olympics are considering a slightly 
smaller stadium than has been seen in recent 
Olympics in combination with a bigger em
phasis on multimedia and fan zones. AFC Ajax 
has the ambition to play in a stadium of 80,000 

seats. Furthermore a football stadium requires a 
minimal capacity of around 70,000 nowadays to 
host big events like the World Cup Final or the 
UEFA Champions League Final. 

Having the stadium open at one side is also con
sidered to be a strong architectural asset. Firstly 
is referring to an ancestral Olympic stadium ty
pology; the stadium of the first modern Olym
pics, in 1896 in Athens was also horseshoe
shaped (see figure 2-4) . Furthermore the fact 
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that the stadium is opened up towards the water 
and the city brings tremendous visual quality. 
People that are inside the stadium can look over 
the water of the IJ and the city skyline; the open
ing functions as a panoramic window to the city 
(see figure 2.6). From outside people can look 
into the stadium and get a glimpse of the atmo
sphere inside. The experience of approaching 
the stadium (over the new bridge or the water) 
will hereby be strengthened. 

For the City of Manchester Stadium, built in 
2002, a similar conversion strategy has been 
used (see figure 2.5) . This stadium has been built 
to host the 2002 Commonwealth games (athlet
ics). In its present state the stadium is the home 
venue for the Manchester City football club. For 
the conversion the field was dug in, a extra seat
ing tier was added, and one corner was rebuilt. 

The design aim for the bowl is to provide seats 
for the number of spectators required and to do 
so in such a way that they can have a clear and 
unblocked view of the event and are comfort
able and safe [6J. A bowl that offers good view
ing quality for spectators is realized predomi
nantly by these factors: 

proximity; people should be located as close 
to the action as possible 
preference; people should be located on 
their preferred locations 
unobstructed view; their views should not 

be obstructed by objects or people sitting in 
front of them. 

The first two factors are mainly incorporated in 
the plan layout. Two aspects influence the pre
ferred layout of the seats: the optimum/maxi
mum viewing distance and the preferred view
ing locations. 

The last factor is mainly incorporated in the 
section layout and is formed by a 'sightline'
design. 

I " n I 
di t n 

I 1 

Calculation of the maximum viewing distance is 
based on the fact that the human eye finds it dif
ficult to perceive anything clearly that subtends 

Maximum viewing distance 190 m 

Optimum viewing distance 150 m 
Assumed optimum viewing dis
tance 90 m 

('1 
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an angle of less than about 0-4 degrees. In case 
of a football stadium, the calculation sets the 
preferred viewing distance at no more than 150 

meter between the extreme corner of the field 
and spectator's eye, with an absolute maximum 
of 190 meters [6J. These distances are set out in 
figure 2.7. The optimum viewing shape slightly 
resembles a circle and for practical reasons very 
often an optimum viewing circle is used with a 
radius of 90 meters from the centre spot of the 
field . Figure 2.9 shows how an athletics track 
along a football pitch deteriorates the view
ing quality for a football match . The maximum 
viewing distance and preferred viewing loca
tions have for this stadium resulted in a undu
lating upper tier. By varying the size of this tier 
no spectators are pushed outside the maximum 
viewing distance. The upper tier will have a 
sculptural form (see figure 2.10). 

n u 

Another aspect of the undulating upper tier is 
that it offers more seats at the sides and far ends 
of the field and less seats in the corners which 
corresponds with the preferred viewing loca
tions for football (see figure 2.8). At the long 
sides spectators have the best possible view of 
the game, and for most clubs there is a tradition 
of highly motivated team supporters that like to 
be seated behind the goals. 

tl n I u 
n 

The term sightline does not refer to the distance 
between spectator and pitch, it refers to the 
spectators ability to see the nearest point of in
terest on the playing field (the 'point of focus') 
comfortablyoverthe headsofthe people in front 
[6] . So it refers to a height and not to a distance. 
The quality of the sightline is measured by the 
'('-value (see figure 2.12) . 

A good sightline is realized by a large enough 
riser height. The riser height is the height of 
the steps of the tier. The riser height can be cal
culated with the foHowing formula (see figure 
2.13) [6J: 

(R+C) x (0+ T) 
N= 0 - R 

N = riser height 
R = height between eye on 'point of focus' on the 
playing field 
D= distance from eye to 'point of focus' on the 
playing field 
C= '('-value 
T = depth of sea ting row 

The calculation is a series calculation. The cal
culation start with the input of the first row. Af
ter calculation of the riser height , all the data is 
obtained to calculate the second row. After the 
second row, the third row can be calculated , and 
so on. 
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The 'C' value is commonly between 60 mm (ab
solute minimum viewing quality) and ISO mm 
(outstanding viewing quality) 

The 'C' value for this project is set to go mm, 
which is a common value for a stadium of such 
size. The VIP ties has an improved 'C' value of 
(=120 mm. 

The value for N increases while going higher 
up in the stand, so the ideal form of a stand in 
section is therefore parabolic. For practical rea
sons not all riser heights in a stand are differ
ent : mostly the riser heights are grouped cor
responding with the dimensions of the precast 
slabs with which the stand is constructed. 

The angle of rake for the stand is recommended 
to not exceed 34 degrees; people are starting to 
feel unsafe and uncomfortable if the stand is 
more steep. 

For this project a stand design is made that is 
suitable for both sport with their different loca
tions of the point of focus. The series-calcula
tion of the riser height is done with the comput
er (see figure 2.ll). 

h b 

The designed seating bowl consist of four tiers. 
A fair amount of seats is indicated as 'corporate 
seating'. Those seats in boxes, suites and such 
will attract well -paying visitors and are impor
tant for the increase of revenues in stadia [51. 

The two middle tiers are purpose-designed for 
those corporate seats. 

From the ground on the bowl consist of these 
tiers: 

I. Lower tier, for the general public, this tier 
has a depth of 35 rows in football -mode 
and 20 rows in athletics-mode 

2. Club tier, for semi-VIP, this tier has a depth 
of IS rows 

3. VIP tier, a small tier of 3 rows that offers 
private seating in front of the suites and 
sky boxes 

4. Upper tier, for the general public, this tier 
has a maximum depth of 42 rows 

Seats should not be located at too much dis
tance from exits, so the maximum depth of the 
tier is limited to 42 rows, and not at any point is 
a seat located further away from exit stairs than 
8 meters. 

1.. 

The basement of the building mainly houses a 
large space for car parking. 

The basement also houses all the team and play
er facilities : like changing rooms, warm-up ar
eas, first-aid and drug testing rooms and so on . 
All these facilities are located underneath the 
main stand in the West. The Olympic transport 
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Capacity 2028 Olympic Stadium 

General Public 

G~neral public 48040 

People \"'; th di sablilies 2)0 

-----.tl('lp('[~· 2JO sub total 4Ss0_0--l 

Cor rate Seats 
SV IP se<lling 50 

SoxC's 'SOD 

Exdusive Suites 1500 

Club sca ling Dining 1500 

Members se<1ting dining 1500 

Open corporate rcSt'rves 3750 

Field Suites 500 

People w1 th disa bili t ies '00 

_ Helpers 

Media 
'00 sub totd.1 10500~--I 

TV 350 

Radio 350 

Written Press .300 

Total Seats 
subtotal 1000_--1 

60000 

" Table 2 1 - OlympIC StadlUIl1 capaCity 
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station is lowered from the dike and therefore 
in this level. 

AJso rooms for maintenance, services and plants 
are located on this level 

This is the level of the 'Dike', the raised public 
platform around the stadium. Around the sta
dium perimeter it is a public space, partly cov
ered by the oversized roof. A few 'Johan Cruyff 
Courts' are placed on this square. On these 
small synthetic sports fields the local youth can 
practice and play, while possibly being observed 
by Olympic or Ajax officials. The large entrance 
stairs also function as a outdoor, public grand
stand. During big matches people who do not 
have access to the stadium can follow the events 
on big LED-screens in the water. The new bridge 
crossing the IJ directly connects this level. The 
transport hub is lowered in the dike, so the pub
lic transport traffic is separated from pedestrian 
traffic. 

Public for the different tiers is separated on this 
level. Spectators for the lower tier stay on this 
level. People with tickets for the upper tier en
ter the building directly in the cores for vertical 
transport . VIP's and semi-VIP's gather around 
these same cores, but within the stadium perim
eter. VIP-lobbies are located here around atria, 
large escalators are running to the club tier, the 
VIP-tier is accessed by lifts in the cores. 

Within the stadium perimeter there is a large 
concourse area. Around the lower tier there is 
a gallery for people to move around. This con
course provides a 360 degrees promenade where 
you can buy a snack or drink without losing 
sight of the events on the field. The necessary 
amount of toilets are also placed around this 
gallery. Another area of interest on this level is a 
large functions room located on the main stand, 
that can be used an extra VIP-zone but also as 
a little amusement park for children. This may 
help in attracting a broader public (consisting of 
more women and children) to the stadium. 

tl r I 

Similar to the level below, the club tier level has 
a large concourse around the seating tier. This 
concourse, with a flexible layout , offers a 360 
promenade and views to the field all around . On 
the perimeter of this floor are food and beverage 
stalls and toilets, which are a bit more luxurious 
than on the floor below. A part of the Club tier is 
reserved for the press. There is also a pitch-view 
restaurant on this floor. 

II J r I 

On this level there isa large amount of VIP-suites 
and sky boxes wrapped around the field. On the 
main stand some of those suites are especially 
designed for super-VIP's like presidents and roy
alties. In the corners there are some rooms for 
match facilities (for example: stadium speaker, 
security) and for television studios. Offices for 
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the club and sport federations are located at the 
exterior side of this floor. A hallway around the 
stadium is connecting all these rooms to the lift 
lobbies located at the cores. 

e 

This floor is serving the upper tier which is ac
commodating the general public. The upper tier 
is the only tier that is not accessed by descend
ing stairs from the top. This tier is accessed 
through vomitories; vomitories are recessed 
voids in the seating tier. After entering the tier 
through such a vomitory one can follow stairs 
up- or downwards that bring them to their seat . 
Below this tier, between the vomitories, is room 
for the food and beverage stalls and the toilets. 
The oversized roof is covering the grand floor 
around this seating tier. There is a magnificent 
view over the dike and the water from this level. 

d 
The stadium will be wrapped in a translucent 
double facade of which the outer layer is a fabric 
cladding. 

The stadium roof is very assertive; it is the 
dominant architectural feature . Therefore the 
decision has been made to not make an equal 
assertive facade competing with this roof. The 
facade is a bit subdued and has a homogenous 
and placid appearance. The translucency al
lows enough daylight into the different floors 
of the stadium, while not revealing to much of 

the interior. This translucent facade is wrapped 
around the elevated floors of the building, the 
ground floor has a recessed facade of glass and 
steel. 

The translucent material used for both the roof 
and facade is effecting in a harmonious com
position. At night the stadium lits up from the 
interior which gives a spectacular night image. 
The use of colours can represent the event in the 
stadium at that time, for example red for Ajax or 
orange for the National Team. 

Precedent for such a facade are found in a new 
stadium for the 2010 world cup in South-Africa: 
the Green Point Stadium in Cape Town 



1\ Figure 2.18 - The fabnc facade of the Green 
Point Stadium, Cape Town, South AFrica 

" Figure 2. 19 - Green Point Stadium, Cape 
Town, South Africa 
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,.. FIQlJf . 2.21 - Perspective: view of h OlympIc pool, th PubliC/Press Cen r on Java-eiland, the new bridge and the OlympIc 
Stadium 
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1\ Figure 2.22 - The open corner of he stadium offers a panoramic view over the City 
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Vrew from the Southeast corner of the upper tIer 
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1\ Figur.e 2.26 - Big enlrance stairs lead 0 a public plaza on th·~ We;, -Ide of the s adlum 
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View mto the stadium 'rom the open Sou h comer 
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Figure 2.28 - Birdseye view of the open corner 
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I' flCJurL 2.31 View from the running trad 
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A Figure 2.32 - The lower lIer is surrounded by a large concourse area tha ' offers a 360 degrees promenade where you can 
buy a snack or a drink W I hout losing sight or the events on the field 
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An oversized, floating roof is the dominant ar
chitectural feature of the stadium. This chapter 
focuses on the architectural and structural de
sign of the stadium roof. The roof consists of 
a number of components which are discussed 
in this chapter: an inner roof structure, and an 
outer roof structure consisting of main trusses, 
domes and columns. 

3.1 a 
.1 ( n ) 

The composition of the curved roof and the 
large number of slender vertical columns re
sembles people holding up a rain shelter (see 
also figure 2.1). 

The roof consists of two main elements; a 
spoked wheel cable structure covering the field 
of play and the seating bowl and a series of 
dome-structures placed on main trusses cover
ing the concourses and the area around the sta
dium. Different preconditions led to this split in 
two components. Above the field of play and the 
seating bowl there is a need for a large column
free span. The maximum span here is 250 meter. 
Around the seating bowl columns can very well 

0((9 H ) O - H OL LAND 1028 O LYM PICS 

be placed. Therefore the spans here can be a lot 
smaller, the spans here are about 50 meter. 

J 2 1 11 

The roof is of an unusual scale; it is covering a 
very large area and has very large spans. The dead 
load of the roof is therefore a significant factor in 
the structural design. Therefore it makes sense 
to create a lightweight structure. A lightweight 
structure is a structure with a relatively low dead 
load compared to the live load acting on it. This 
is characteristically achieved by efficient use of 
building material (and not by using lightweight 
material). Lightweight structures are created by 
using axial internal forces and the prevention of 
bending moments as much as possible.[71 Ten
sile axial forces are favoured over compression 
axial forces, because elements in tension do not 
have buckling problems. By optimizing the ge
ometry of the structure, the external loading, 
and internal forces, a maximum of internal axjal 
(tensile) forces can be achieved. 

Creating this strong link between structural 
behaviour and form does not just make sense 
structurally, in many cases it also creates visually 
attractive structures. The structure becomes an 
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expressive element that can have huge impact 
on the architectural appearance of the building. 
Summarizing the features of lightweight struc
tures are [7] : 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Efficient use of building material 
- Use of axial internal forces, preferably 
tensile forces 
- Minimizing of bending moments 

Weight of the structure per area is low 
Strong relationship between form and in
ternal forces 
Application of pre tensioned surfaces, which 
are stabilized by double curvature 
Mostly non-linear structural behaviour 
Use of prefabricated elements 
Often applied are membrane-, cable- and 
open steel structures 

A division in types of lightweight structures can 
be made when considering structural behaviour: 
section-active lightweight structures and form
active lightweight structures. In section-active 
structures stability and stiffness is derived from 
the form of the section (local geometry) and in 
form-active structures stability and stiffness is 
derived from the global form . Form-active struc
tures have the most efficient use of material, and 
are therefore used for the biggest spans. 

Form-active structures always introduce hori
zontal forces on the perimeter of the structure. 
What to do with these forces is the most impor
tant issue of lightweight structures. 

The general principle of form-active structures 
is displayed when comparing a lateral beam with 
a curved beam: a cable or arch (see figures 3.1.2 
and 3.1.3). When a curvature is introduces in a 
straight beam bending moments are reduced 
and the internal axial forces are increased. 

I n the design process I searched for a lightweight 
roof structure. 

The design process is summarized in figure 3.1.5. 
Starting point of the design for the roof was the 
concept that has been developed for the loca
tion of the stadium: the 'Urban Heart' is shaped 
by a composition of a bridge, a dike and an um
brella. The large, oversized roof represents the 
umbrella in this composition. 

In the first design sketches I examined a stadium 
stripped to its bear necessities: a seating bowl, 
some floors and the oversized floating roof. The 
the total composition had the appearance of a 
series of discs: formed by the floors around the 
seating bowl and ultimately the oversized roof. 

In these sketches the height of the roof has de
liberately kept rather low. Due to its enormous 
scale, the stadium is already a very dominant 
element in this urban environment. One of the 
functions of the dike is that it will visually reduce 
the gigantic scale of the stadium. The lower pro
file of the stadium will more easily fit in the ur
ban context. So, no need was felt to enlarge this 



dominant appearance even further by installing 
a very high roof structure. For these reasons, all 
structural systems that support the roof from 
above were abandoned; the roof should be sup
ported from below, like an umbrella. 

In the first 'disc' sketches the roof was IiteralIy 
floating; initially no supports were drawn . Of 
course the roof needed to be supported struc
turally. However, [ was quite satisfied with the 
visual appearance of the roof as a floating disc 
and this had to be maintained. 

With the umbrella still in mind, I first examined 
what a roof on very few supports would look 
like. Some alternatives were drawn with one to 
six very large columns. Simultaneously, the roof 
started to get a double-curved global geometry, 
preliminary research into form-active light
weight structures led to this decision . In the 
resulting options the roof and the few support 
columns were a continuous structure, somewhat 
resembling a tornadoing cloud. It looked quite 
interesting: especially an option with three sup
ports had quite a dynamic appearance. However 
it did not quite satisfy the image I was searching 
for, the supports became to dominant and in
stead of displaying a light, floating roof it made 
it look more heavy. 

The decision was made to try a reversed strategy: 
the roof was placed on a large amount of slender 
columns. The roof looked more light and float
ing and I was satisfied with the playful appear
ance the apparent randomness of the columns 

had . The use of many slender columns was fa
voured over the use of a few large supports. 

With this decision the image reference changed 
a bit: the initial image reference of an umbrella 
evolved into the reference of a rain shelter held 
up by a group of people. This reference was even 
more appealing: not only did it refer to the over
all theme of water, it also referred to the Olym
pic spirit of brotherhood and the joy of coopera
tion. 

At this point also the decision was made to split 
the roof in two components: an inner roof and 
an outer roof. As stated before, different precon
ditions led to this split in two components: the 
need of a very large column-free span above the 
field of play and the seating bowl versus the pos
sibility to place columns around the stadium. 

The large column-free span was demanding for 
an efficient form-active structure, and initially 
a cable net was designed for the inner roof. The 
need for cables that are curved in both upward 
and downward direction led to an undulating 
perimeter ring which matched very well with 
the undulating profile of the upper tier. 

The global geometry of the outer roof was also 
following this undulating profile and visually 
that worked quite well. The high pitched point 
on the main entrance in the west (where the 
largest area is covered by the roof) had a invit
ing character. 
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I ni tially a space frame structure was given to the 
outer roof; the random placing of the columns 
demanded a structure that spans in two direc
tions. 

The global form of the outer roof was working 
architecturally, although the image reference 
of people holding up a rain shelter could be 
enforced. An improvised rain shelter is locally 
much more curved than the roof was at this 
point. 

Structurally the space frame is a system that is 
to a great extent subjected to bending moments. 
It is a section active lightweight structure, the 
global form was not used to decrease bending 
moments. Thus, the design process continued 
with the search for a structure for the outer roof 
that was both structurally more efficient and 
showing the image reference more clearly. 

Introducing a sub-curve for the outer roof 
solved the two problems simultaneously. The 
domes offered a more form-active structure (as 
is further described in paragraph 3.6 and 3.7) 
and the image reference was more clear. Even in 
a space frame main paths of loading would arise 
(depending on the locations of the columns); in 
the new structure these paths were formed by 
the main trusses. 

Deflections of the cable net were proven to be 
too large. The cable net structure of the inner 
roof has therefore been substituted by a spoked 
wheel cable structure. This in detail described 
in paragraphs 3-4 and 3·5· 



The building is split in three parts that all have 
their own stability system: 

the seating bowl and floors 
the outer roof 
the inner roof 

The stability of the floors and the seating bowl 
of the stadium is achieved by a six stability cores 
(see figure 3.1.5) . 

The stadium roof is split in two parts that have 
their own stability system. 

The stability system of the outer roof is formed 
by twenty A-shape subsystems that each con
sist of a vertical and a diagonal member. Those 
stability triangles are facing in different angles , 
so the roof can resist lateral loading in all direc
tions (see figure 3.1.6). 

Under vertical loading, the perimeter ring of the 
inner roof will have considerable deflections. 
It is desired to not let these deflections cause 
stresses and strains in the outer roof. The inner 
roof and outer roof should be able to deflect in
dependently. The connections between the in
ner and outer roof are thus executed as move
ment joints. Therefore the inner roof will must 
have it own stability system. In four corners of 
the roof bracings are installed between the col
umns supporting the perimeter ring (see figure 

3· \.7) · 
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1\ Figure 3. l.5 - The stability system 
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This calculation is based on following Dutch and European Regulations : 
Requirements NEN 6702 Belastingen en vervormingen (Loads and deformation) 

NEN 6720 Betonconstructies (Concrete structures) 
NEN 6770 Staalconstructies (Steel structures) 
NEN 6771 Staalconstructies stabiliteit (Stability steel structures) 
NEN 6772 Staalconstructies verbindingen (Steel joints) 

Eurocode 1 Actions on structures - Part 1-4: 
General actions - Wind actions 

This Building is located in safety class 3, according to table 1 of NEN 6702. 
The load factors are: Yr;g = 1,2 (0,9) 1.35 

Yf:q = 1,5 0 

In this report the metric system is used . 

M e l h.! ~ 
Structural steel 

Ultimate yield strength fy;d 
Material factor 

Steel cables 
Ultimate yield strength fY;d 
Material factor 

Reinforced concrete 
Concrete quality 
Material factor 

Reinforcement 
Steel quality reinforcement 
Ultimate yield strength 
Material factor 

(tubes/pipes) 

Ym 

(cables 

Ym 

C28/35 

Ym 

FeB500 

fY;d 
Ym 

~ 275/355 
1,0 

~ 2160 
0,5 

1,2 

435 
1,15 

N/mm2 
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~~lFr6~o--m -----I4-o-m---~ 

2.5 - 13.0' 
~- - 6.8· 

~-~-.:;:::::::::> 

Dead load 
Cable net 
Ring truss 

Main trusses 
Outer truss 
Domes 

Live load 
Snow load 

QOL 

OAO kN/m' 
0.62 kN/m2 

(per m' of the cable net area) 

0.34 kN/m2 
0.16 kN/m2 
oA9 kN/m' 

(per m' of the outer roof area) 

Q
LL 

FlqUfr.: 3 3. Van(ju~ helqhts dnd dn9le::. Wind load 
0.56 kN/m2 
1.07 kN/m' 

of ,,... ClO 9 'ome I (see next paragraphs) 

[, a c, 

I~ 
--

- 20 +0 7 -1 3 
- 15 +0.5 - 1,4 
- 10' +0.4 - 1 4 
-5 +0.3 -1 .3 

a :. O· 0" +0.2 - 1.3 

5' +0.3 - 1.3 
( 10' +0.4 -1 .3 

M 
l S' +0.4 - 1.3 
20 +0.6 -1 3 
25' +0 .7 - 1.3 
30 +0.9 -1 .3 

Voor tussengelegen waarden mag 
a o· linealr worden gemterpoleerd 

,.. FlglJr 3,.:. 2. Values Ct f'l duopi h cana 
pies corolng to NEN (,702 

A calculation has been made to determine the 
dead load of the roof, which is formed by the 
self weight of the structural components. 

This calculation has been executed as follows : 

Educated guess of the profiles used in a cer
tain component 
Determination of a loaded areal length 
Calculation of the total volume and weight 
of the steel for this area or length 
Calculation of the load per area/length 

For every component the loading of the clad
ding is set to the value 0.25 kN/m' 

38.3 kN/m' 
(per m' of the truss length) 

6A kN/m' 
6A kN/m' 

(per m' of the truss length) 

The following profiles are used for the dead load 
calculation : 

Cable net: steel cables 080 mm 
Ring truss: 

a. axial members: tubes 559X90 mm 
b. diagonals: tubes 323.9X12 mm 

Main trusses (outer truss included) : 
a. axial members: tubes 323.9X12 mm 
b. diagonals: tubes 168x6 mm 

Domes: rectangular tubes 250X150X12 .5 mm 

The results of this dead load calculation are 
shown above. The loads have been adjusted due 
to changed geometry where needed further in 
the report . 



Standard formula: 

P = Cd· xed X C x '" x P rep 1m In ex eq '+', w 

To determine the wind loading on a roof of this 
scale and geometry is a highly complex matter. 
The reason for this is that it is difficult to de
termine the net pressure coefficients (Cindex. C, in 
NEN 6702 Cp C

pne
, in EC1) . 

It is general design practice to use a series of 
wind tunnel test to determine the wind loads on 
a stadium ofthis size. I n the first series oftest the 
geometry of the roof, the stadium and its sur
roundings would be modeled . The geometry of 
the object itself, the geometry of its surrounding 
objects and the wind direction and speed are in
fluential for the net pressure coefficients on the 
roof. By this first series of test the maximum and 
minimum net pressure coefficients on various 
locations of the roof can then be determined. 
AU the models in these test do not deform due 
to the winds they are subjected to. [8] 

A second series of tests can investigate the in
fluence of deformations of the roof on the net 
pressure coefficients. Now a more detailed 
model is made that deforms realistically under 
wind pressure. The wind pressure on certain lo
cations can increase or decrease due to the de
formations . [8] 

Such extensive testing is beyond the scope of 

this project. I nstead, an educated guess will be 
made for the wind loads on the roof with the use 
of building regulations. Apart from the Dutch 
regulations, also the new Eurocode has been 
used, because it gives more extensive informa
tion on this particular subject. 

The geometry of the stadium roof has various 
angles and heights (see figure 3.3.1) . The stadi
um is located along the water of the IJ which is 
a quite open space in the built environment. For 
the calculation of the wind load average values 
for the roof angle and the height of the roof are 
determined. The stadium roof can be seen as a 
multibay canopy which has a average roof angle 
of 7.5 degrees. The average height of the roof is 
determined at 40 m in a non-built environment. 
According to NEN 6702 the wind pressure in 
such a place is Pw=1.35 kN/m' 

According to NEN 6702 the net pressure coef
ficient for such a roof is C d = C = +0·35/-1.3 In ex [ 

(see figure 3.3.2). 

EC 1 takes into account, among others things, 
the blockage of the wind flow. The geometry of 
the seating bowl will almost entirely block the 
wind, therefore the blockage for this project 
is set to the maximum value of <1>=1 (see figure 
3.3.3). According to EC I the net pressure coef
ficient for such a roof is C(=+0.35/-1.3 (see figure 
3.3.6). 

Values for C( for this roof is approximately dou
ble the value for that of a closed roof, because 
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the wind is a combination of suction and direct 
pressure (see figure 3.3.5) 

NEN 6702 also gives a calculation method for 
C

dim
' For this project the calculated C

dim 
=0.61 

(see appendix 3.3). 

The calculated wind loading for the stadium 
roof is therefore : 

P =C . xC xC x.+.xp 
rep dim mdex eq '+'1 W 

= 0 .61 X L3 x 1 X 1 X 1.35 kN/m' 
= 1.07 kN/m' 

EC 1 shows arrangements of loads for duopitch 
canopies (see figure 3.3-4) . The load case with an 
asymmetric wind load is derived from this fig
ure. For the cable net an asymmetric wind load 
case is applied with the full upward wind load 
acting on one half of the roof and no load on the 
other half. 

> Figure 3.3.6 Values C for duo pIt ch cano
pie'> according to EC 1 
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Net _"ure coefftclents c:.-
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B r 
bll0 
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bll0 
B L 

~"10 ~ 
d/

1°1 Overall diS 

Blockag. ~ 
Force 

d 
Coetficlerrt 

'" Zone A ZoneB Zonec ZoneD 

Maximum all " + 0,7 + 0.8 +1,6 + 0,6 + 1,7 

Minimum ,,::::0 • 0,7 • 0,9 -1,3 -1,6 -0.6 

Minimum tp= 1 -1 ,3 -1,5 -2.4 -2,4 -0,6 

Maximum all ~ + 0,5 + 0,6 +1.5 + 0,7 +1,4 

Minimum ~~ 0 -0,6 • 0,8 -1.3 - 1.6 - 0,6 

Minimum fI= 1 -1,4 -1,6 -2,7 -2,6 -0.6 

Maximumsll tp +0,4 + 0,6 + 1,4 + 0.8 + 1,1 

Minimum " = a -0.6 -0,8 -1.3 -1.5 ·0,6 

MlmmUmfJa 1 -1 .4 -1,6 -2,7 -2,6 - 0,6 

Maximum all " + 0,3 + 0,5 + 1,5 +0,8 + 0,8 

Minimum _=0 • 0.5 -0,7 -1,3 -1 ,6 -0,6 

Minimum ,,'1 -1,3 -1,5 - 2,4 -2.4 -0,6 

Max"'umsl! V' 
I 

+ 0,3 + 0,6 +1.8 + 1,3 + 0,4 

Minimum ,,=0 I • 0,6 - 0,6 -1 ,4 -1,4 -1,1 

Minimum ,,=1 -1,3 -1,3 -2.0 -1,8 -1,5 

Maximumatl ~ + 0,4 + 0,7 +1 .8 + 1,4 +0.4 

Minimum,,= a -0,7 -0,7 -1,5 - 1,4 -1,4 

Mi'limum,,= 1 -1,3 -1,3 -2,0 -1,8 -1,8 

Maximum all " + 0,4 + 0,9 +1 ,9 +1,4 +0,4 

Minlmum,,=O -0,8 -0,9 -1,7 -1,4 -1,8 

Mlnimumtp: 1 -1,3 -1.3 - 2,2 -1,6 - 2.1 

Maximum all " + 0.6 + 1.1 +1 ,9 +1,5 +0.4 I Minimum" = a -0,9 -1,2 -1,8 -1,4 -2.0 

Minimum ~:. 1 -1,3 -1,4 -2,2 -1 ,6 -2,1 
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Initially the inner roof has been an orthogonal 
cable net structure. At a certain point in the 
project the original orthogonal cable net has 
been abandoned and replaced bya spoked wheel 
structure. A couple of factors caused the orthog
onal cable to be not very well suited for this proj
ect. In the following paragraphs the structural 
behaviour of this cable net is explained as well 
as the reasons that led to the choice to alter the 
structural system. 

General principle of the cable net is that the 
structural material is used more efficiently due 
to the global form of the structure; the cable net 
is a form-active structure. Because of the cur
vature of the cables there is an increase of axial 
internal forces and a decrease of bending mo
ments. The curvature of the cables introduces 
horizontal forces on the perimeter which are as
similated by a compression ring. The cable net 
forms a pretensioned surface that is stabilized 
by its double curvature. Consequently, the ca
ble net has an undulating perimeter which is in 
good correspondence to the undulating perim
eter of the upper tier (see figure 342). 

The cables that span in the East-West direction 
are facing downwards; these cables are named 
the loading cables. The cables that span in the 

North-South direction are facing upwards; 
these cables are called the stabilizing cables (see 
figure 343). By loading with a downwards di
rection, e.g. gravity loading and snow loading, 
the loading cables will be loaded and the stabi
lizing cables will be unloaded . By loading with 
a upwards wind loading, the loading cables will 
be unloaded and the stabilizing cables will be 
loaded. The cables are pretensioned, in such a 
way that all cables remain in tension under all 
conditions, to prevent fluttering of the net. 

Because the cables are always tensioned the pe
rimeter ring is for the most part subjected to 
compression forces . It is not a pure compression 
ring: the internal force in the ring are a combi
nation of compression and bending. Thevarious 
reasons for this will be explained in the follow
ing paragraphs, 

Some initial dimensions of the cable net : 
The cable net has a circular plan with a di
ameter of 250 meters. 

The cables in the net have a center distance 
of 5 meter and a diameter of 80 mm. The 
cables are special tension cables with a yield 
stress of f =2160 N/mm' 

y 

The perimeter ring truss is a triangular truss 
that consist of the following profiles: tubes 
559X90 mm 

The height and depth of the ring truss is 3 
meter 

H )O - H Ol LA NlJ l 0211 OLYMPICS 
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The following loads act on the cable net: 
Dead load, qOL: 
Cable net OAO kN/m' x 5 m 

Live load, qLL: 
Snow load 
Wind load 

0.56 kN/m' x 5 m 
1.07 kN/m' x 5 m 

qd for hand calculations = -1.32 kN/m /1.25 kN/m 

Dead load on the ring, qOL: 
Ring truss 

In order to get an initial idea of the dimensions 
of the cables a very simple hand calculation is 
made. For this calculation the cable net is ab
stracted into a two-dimensional cable girder. A 
uniform load is acting on the cable structure . 
With this load the stabilizing cable is just un
loaded, so the full load is acting on the load
ing cable. When the value for f is known, it is 
possible to calculate the values for V, Hand S, 
and therefore determine the dimensions of the 
cable. An analog calculation can be made when 
a upwards uniform load is acting the stabilizing 
cable unloading the loading cable (see calcula
tion 3A.1) . 

When the cable forces are known it is also pos
sible to compute the compression force in the 
perimeter ring. The formula Fc=qR is used (see 
calculation 3-4-2). 

2.0 kN/ m 

2.8 kN/m 
SA kN/m 

38.3 kN/m 

A slightly more extensive calculation is made 
to get an idea of two aspects (see calculation 

3A·3): 

The pretension force that should be applied 
on the cables 
The deflections of the cable net 

For this calculation the cable net is again ab
stracted into a two-dimensional cable girder. 
Starting point in this calculation is the geom
etry of this cable girder in the loaded condi
tion. The values for the minimal force acting 
on the unloaded cable and for the axial stiffness 
are determined. With the known geometry and 
these values, all the cable forces are calculated, 
including the maximal cable force. 

Then the unloaded cable lengths are calculated . 
Then, through a series of calculations, the ge-



ometry and cable forces of the structure in the 
unloaded situation are computed . The cable 
force in the unloaded situation is the pretension 
force . Analysis of the geometry in the loaded 
and in the unloaded situation gives a general 
idea about the deflections of the cable net . 

For this roof a requirement is set that deflections 
U should not exceed : z 

0 .008 xL = 0 .008 x 250 m= 2 .0 m. 

This value is an educated guess. For floors a 
standard requirement in the building codes is 
that deflections should not exceed 0 ,004 x L. For 
this roof it is determined that deflections may 
be larger. The roof cladding should not get dam
aged by deflections of the structure and people 
inside the stadium should not feel unsafe due to 
observable deflections of the roof, it is assumed 
that with this requirement both will not take 
place. AJso it is assumed that when deflections 
do not exceed this requirement dynamic influ
ences will not be significant. 

According to the hand calculations a cable net 
with this geometry can be applied for this build
ing. I n all the hand calculations the cable net pe
rimeter has fixed supports: the outer nodes are 
restrained to translate in all directions (U , U , 

x )' 

UJ In the actual structure the outer nodes are 
connected to a perimeter ring truss. The behav
iour of the cable net that is fi xed to a perimeter 
truss is described in the following paragraphs. 

L 

, Calculation 3 2 

H 

/\ FIgure 3.4 5 Section of the stadium Land f or Ill" 5 p'r Impllfied hand calt.ula Ion 
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A computer analysis has been made for the cable 
net using structural engineering software GSA. 
The computer analysis of the cable net consist of 
two parts: a form finding analyses and a stiffness 
analysis. The stiffness analysis showed that de
flections of this structural system exceeded the 
set limit by far. Therefore no strength analysis 
is done. 

Goal of the form finding analysis is to determine 
the optimum value for the pretension force that 
is applied to the loading cables and stabilizing 
cables. Playing with the pretension force in two 
directions is a form-finding process, since the 
shape of the cable net changes if the ratio F / pt:ld 

F pt;stab changes. 

The design load (snow and dead load) working 
in the downward direction is qd=1.32 kN/m2. 
The design load (wind minus dead load) act
ing in the upwards direction is qd=1.25 kN/m2. 
Because of this difference it is useful to apply 
different pretension forces to the loading cables 
and the stabilizing cables. When adjusting the 
pretension force the maximum cable force can 
be reduced. 

The cables that are carrying the larger design 
load should have a lower pretension force. In 
this case the stabilizing cables should be slight
ly more pretensioned than the loading cables. 

When subjected to the (larger) snow load, the 
stabilizing cables are unloaded and therefore 
need a larger pretension force, to prevent them 
for being completely untensioned. Adversely, 
the loading cables have to carry this larger load, 
so the pretension force in these cables should be 
smaller. 

Applying a larger pretension force in the stabi
lizing cables has the effect that the curvature of 
the loading cables is larger than the curvature of 
the stabilizing cables, f >f . A cable that is more 
curved is better suited to ~arry a larger load. So 
this is another way of reasoning why the preten
sion force in the stabilizing cables should be 
larger. 

In GSA such a form-finding process can be ex
ecuted with the force-density method. Force
density is defined as force per length. In the 
cable net the majority of the elements are of the 
same length. Only the elements on the outside 
are of different lengths and are should therefore 
not be included in the force-density method. 
Since the length of the elements is the same, the 
results of applying a larger force-density to cer
tain element will be a larger (pretension) force 
in these element. 

As stated before, the pretension force in the sta
bilizing cables should be slightly larger than the 
pretension force in the loading cables. There
fore the stabilizing cables are given a larger force 
density. 



The process is a converging analysis with the fol
lowing steps: 

• Apply a force-density to the loading cables 
and to the stabilizing cables (for example I 

and 1,1)and let the net find its form 
• Subject the net to the two load cases for 

upward and downward loading, GSA gener
ates the unity loads from the form-finding 
analysis, in the load case the user should 
give them a certain factor C (for example 
400). The unity loads are then transformed 
into prestress loads. 

• Examine the cable forces in the net. If any 
element in the net is under compression the 
pretension force is to low so factor C should 
be higher. The cable elements in the model 
are bar-elements, those elements can take 
axial loading (tension and compression 
forces) but no shear forces and bending 
moments. Because these elements can take 
compression forces it can be detected when 
some elements in the model are completely 
unloaded . Tie-elements are elements that 
can just take axial tension forces. These el
ements are a more life like abstraction of 
cables, but if these elements where used 
hidden compression in the net can not be 
detected . 

• Find the minimal value for C for that geom
etry 

• If the negative force is occurring when the 
net is subjected to downward loading it 
means that the pretension in the stabilizing 
cables is too low. They should then have a 

higher force density. 
• And if the negative force is occurring when 

the net is subjected to upward loading it 
means that the pretension in the loading 
cables is too low. They should then have a 
higher force density. 

• Generate a new geometry by adjusting the 
force-density and go through the steps 
again 

Calculation 3-4-4 shows the form-finding analy
sis. The results are summarized in table 3-4.1. 

? CalculatIon 3.4.4 
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Figur • 3.4 7 Result of the form-finding analysIs 
~ CalCulanol1 3.4.~ 

Force density Force density Pretension force Pretension force (kN) Cable forces (kN) Cable forces (kN) 

Loading Stabilizing factor C Loading Stabilizing 1.0 PT + 1.2 DL + 1.5 LL (snow) 1.0 PT + 0.9 DL + 1.5 LL (wind) 
cables cables cables cables 

min. min. max. max. 

MadellA 1 1 500 2500 2500 

2530 2540 544 4904 647 4769 

Modell B 1 1 350 1750 1750 

1771 1778 -57 4331 -47 4156 

Modell C 1 1 400 2000 2000 

2024 2032 29 4490 114 4344 

Model 2 1 1.1 380 1900 2090 

1925 2123 215 4453 -45 4373 

Model3A 1 1.05 365 1825 1916 

1848 1947 14 4374 -50 4259 

Model 3 B 1 1.05 390 1950 2047 

1975 2080 121 4473 I 22 4359 

" ~abl '3. 1 - Results of the orm-fjndln analysIs 
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After the determination of the optimal form of 
the cable net, the next step is a stiffness analysis 
of the cable net. The form-finding analysis did 
not examine the deflections of the cable net. In 
the stiffness analysis deflections of the cable net 
are examined . Two models are examined in: 

Model 0 is the model of cable net that has 
been found with the form finding analysis: 
the outer nodes of the cable net are fixed by 
pin-connections. 
In model I the perimeter ring is modeled 
and the cable net is attached to the ring. 
The ring truss is modeled as a single section. 
The section properties of such a triangular 
truss can be calculated by hand and entered 
into GSA (see appendix 3-4). 

This analysis shows the influence of the support 
conditions of the outer nodes on the stiffness 
of the structure. In other words it shows the ef
fect of having a perimeter ring instead of fixed 
nodes. 

The deflections of the two models are calculated 
in two steps. The cable net will find its geom
etry under dead load and pretension . As a result 
of wind and snow acting on it, the roof will de
flect. These deflections as a result of changing 
live load have to be examined and checked to 
requirements (see figure 3-4-8) . 

The steps in the calculation are: 

1. The deflections of a load case consisting 
pretension, dead load and live load (1.0 PT 
+ 1.0 DL +1.0 LL) are calculated. 

2. Then the deflections due to the pretension 
and dead load (1.0 PT + 1.0 DL) are sub
tracted from this. 

It is not possible to calculate the deflections of 
only the live load directly, since the cable net 
would have insufficient stiffness without pre
tension. 

In this analysis the structure is still only sub
jected to symmetric load cases. A load case with 
asymmetric wind is not yet incorporated. 

The stiffness analysis is shown on the next pages 
(calculation 3-4.5). 

The deflections of model 0 are within the set 
limits of <2.0 m. 

The deflections of model 1 on the other hand 
exceed the limits by far. Increase of the cable 
dimension or the amount of prestress does not 
help. The perimeter ring deflects far too much. 

(JILin f th al ul -
I n 

The forces that are found by the form-finding 
analysis are in rather good correspondence to 
the forces that are found by the hand calcula
tions (see table 3.2). 

Q5l H 10 - H O LLA ND 2 02. 8 O L M I' IC:S 

................ .. ..... ...... ................. .. ........ .. .................. .... 
----------------- ------ -

Original geometry 

Geometry under dead load and 
prestress 
Geometry under maximal snow 
loading 
Geometry under maximal wind 
loading 

Fig l l rc 3.'1.8 • Deftectlon. due 0 IIv • ..: 10 ds 

Forces in calculation [kNI 

3.4.1 3-4-3 3·4-4 

s .... 4473 

2080 

Tabl 4.... Comparison of t l1e forces 
,ound by the h.tnd calculatl n and arm

finding analysIs 
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alcul liOn 34.5 

Model Loadcase 

1: 1.0 PT 

Uxy[mmJ Uz[mmJ 

0 - -24 

1 III -238 

8 4 

2.: 1.0 PT + 1.0 DL 

UXYlmmJ Uz[mmJ 
I 

- I -731 

1065 -3960 

i 

1221. 

1047. 

872.2 
eQ7.7 

~23.3 

348.9 

174.4 

0,0 ml 

3: 1,0 PT + 1,0 DL +1.0 ~ 

Uxy[mmJ l 

-

1863 



4: I,D PT + 1,0 DL +1.0 WIND 

Uxy[mm) I Uz[mm) 

- I 1221 

978 I 6062 

< Figure 3.4 .9 The deformed geometry of 
model a (magm uae 25 ) and the U deflcc

tIC"JnS under IOdd rase 4 

< Figure 3_ 1.10 - The deformed georTletry of 
model 1 (magnitude 25. ) and the U. deflec

tions under load LoSt! '"'" 

e062. mm 
61Q6. mm 
4330. mm 
34&4, mm 
25Q8, mm 
1732. mm 
900.0 mm 

0,0 mm 

Deflections due to: 

Snow (LC3-LC2) Wind (LC4-LCa) 

Uxy[mm) Uz[mm) Uxy[mm) Uz[mm) 

- -992 - 1952 

- -2913 - 10022 

OQ9 H )O - HO I LA ND l 0 2H OLYM PICS 

< Tab! ::1.4.2 Results ot he S IHnes analy
Sl 
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H 
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Also the deflections that are found in the hand 
calculation seem to be of the same magnitude 
as the deflections that are found in the stiffness 
calculation for model 0: 

Hand calculation: U, = 1.3 m 
Computer calculation: U,=t.7 m 

(total deflection of snow loading) 

The hand calculation has slightly different load
ing than the computer calculation which ex
plaines the difference of U . 

l 

It is therefore verified that model 0 is a valid 
model. The g.lobal geometry, the amount of pre
stress force and the dimensions of the elements 
seem to be adequate for a cable net with fixed 
outer nodes. The only difference between model 
o and model 1 is the support conditions of these 
outer nodes. 

According to the computer calculations a cable 
net with this geometry can not be app)'ied for 
this building. The underlaying reasons for this 
are further examined in the following paragraph 
3-4.6 This study has ultimately led to the choice 
of a different structural system; a spoked wheel 
cable system that is described in paragraph 3.6 

It tl 
n 

At a certain point in the project the original 
orthogonal cable net has been abandoned and 
replaced by a spoked wheel structure. A couple 

of factors caused the orthogonal cable to be not 
very well suited for this project. 

Deflections of the orthogonal cable net with a 
vertical supported ring truss exceed the limits by 
far. Detecting the underlaying reasons and prin
ciples for this problem have been a major issue 
in this graduation project. Extensive theoreti
cal research has been done to resolve this issue. 
Possible solutions have been found to make an 
orthogonal cable net possible for this building. 
But these solutions had such an impact on the 
form and appearance of the roof that the choice 
is made to alter the structural system. 

First, it must be stated that the original cable 
net had quite a large span, L=2So compared to 
its focal height, f=1O: f/l=l/2S . Normally the ra
tio f/L is between 1/10 and 1/20, Therefore some 
problems could be expected . 

However, a cable net with fixed outer nodes has 
been proven, by hand and computer calcula
tions, to be suitable for both strength and stiff
ness requirements. 

Large deflections of the cable net occur when 
the outer nodes are not fixed but connected to a 
perimeter ring. Large bending moments in this 
perimeter ring are the main reason for the large 
deflections of the cable net. Most significant 
are the bending moment M", which are bend-



1. Single cable net, 
undulating perimeter ring 
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2. Single cable net, flat perimeter ring 
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3. Double cable net, flat perimeter ring 

SAl 
<0[ HA=RA A - -. 

SA2 
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HA= HS 
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Figure 3.4.13 - Cabl forces, horizonlal torces bending mom 11 s nd hOrizontal df'f1ectlon 01 h€.' cable net nd pepmeter rrng under 
pretension forces only 
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ing moments acting in the horizontal plane. 
Bending moment M and torsional moment 

)'Y 

Mxx also have an impact on the behaviour of the 
perimeter ring. but the impact M" has is more 
significant. When the ring is not suited to take 
such large bending moments. large horizontal 
deflection will occur. And these horizontal de
flections resul t in even larger vertical deflections 
of the net. 

The cables of the net are causing point loads on 
the perimeter ring. 

Bending moments in the perimeter ring can be 
caused by (see figures 3-4.11 and 3-4-12): 

Variation in the size of these point loads 
along the perimeter ring 
Variation in the direction of these point 
loads on the perimeter ring 

Note that in a radial net the second reason is 
eliminated. 

Apart from the variation in the direction of the 
point loads in a single orthogonal net. also the 
variation in the size of the loads is very signifi
cant. 

A single layer orthogonal cable net is that is sub
jected to uniform downward (snow) loading is 
examined (see figure 3-4-14. model 1) . 

When subjected to snow loading the loading 
cables will be loaded and the stabilizing cables 

will be unloaded. Therefore horizontal forces 
in point A will be large and horizontal forces 
in point B will be small. almost zero. This will 
cause the ring to deflect horizontally into an 
egg-shape form . Large internal bending mo
ments M" are needed to prevent this horizontal 
deflection. 

When upward loading is working on the system 
the same phenomenon occurs in opposite direc
tion. 

The bending moments Mn in the ring can be re
duced by a great extend by installing a double 
net (see figure 3-4.14. model 3). When subjected 
to snow loading the loading cables will again be 
loaded and the stabilizing cables will again be 
unloaded. However. now there are both load
ing and stabilizing cables in point A and point 
B. The horizontal forces in point A and B in this 
model are thus of the same size. This loading 
on the ring will cause it to deflect inwards. the 
circle geometry is maintained. Pure compres
sion forces Fx in the ring occur and no bending 
moments M . 

2Z 

Of course, there is still varIatIOn in direction 
of the point loads on the ring. Therefore some 
bending will occur. but significantly less than in 
a ring with a single layer net. 



1. Single cable net, 
undulating perimeter ring 

H 
A ~ SA 

S6 
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2. Single cable net, flat perimeter ring 
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3. Double cable net, flat perimeter ring 

SAl H 
A ~_ . A 

-- - ----- .. R 
SA2 A HA= HB 

SBl H M =0 zz 

B ~_. s ------ - - .. R 
SB2 B 

FIgure 3.4.14 - Cable force_, hOrizontal forces bendsng moments and horrzontal d ~flec ions f h~ able n anll pel im ter ring under snow 
loading 
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A double layer net with only (downward fac
ing) loading cables in the lower net and only 
(upward facing) stabilizing cables in the upper 
net works similar as a single layer net (see figure 
3-4-14, model 2). 

In figure 3-4.13 the reactions of the structural 
system to prestress forces only is shown. In all 
systems no large bending moments due to pre
stress forces only occur. 

h 

The following measures could be undertaken 
to increase the stiffness of the orthogonal cable 
net: 

3. installation of a double net 
4. increase the focal height f 

a. by increase of the undulation of the 
ring 
b. by using stuts between the loading and 
stabilizing cables 

5. increase the flexural bending stiffness of 
the perimeter ring EIn 

6. strengthen the perimeter ring with braces 
7. change the support conditions of the pe

rimeter ring 

As explained in the previous paragraph, the in
stallation of a double net decreases the variation 
of the size of the point loads on the perimeter 
ring and therefore decreases the bending of this 
ring truss and decreases deflections. 

Increase of the focal height decreases the size 
of the horizontal point loads on the perimeter 
ring and the cable forces (see figure 3-4-15 and 
3-4.16). 

When the undulation of the perimeter ring is 
increased to achieve a larger focal height f (as in 
method 2a) this positive effect is to some extent 
offset by a negative effect. Increase of the arm 
causes larger bending moments M in the ring 

yy 

(see figure 3-4-17). 

Therefore method 2b of installing stuts between 
the load cables and stabilizing cables is more ef
ficient . 

Furthermore, an increase of the undulating of 
the ring will have a big impact on the global 
form and is therefore not favoured for architec
tural reasons: the height of the stadium would 
become to large and the general look of the total 
roof too 'dome-like'. 

Deflections of the perimeter ring in the xy-plane 
could of course also kept within limits by giving 
the perimeter ring a large bending stiffness EI

zz
,' 

However, the forces on this particular ring are 
so large that a very large ring would be needed 
consisting of very heavy steel profiles. 

Bracing ties could also prevent the perimeter 
ring from deflecting to much. Braces are most 
efficient when placed in the direction that the 
ring wants to deflect. The very long span of 250 



meters is a problematic conditions for these 
braces. Because of the large length of these 
braces, the axial lengthening is also large. Also 
braces that span 250 meters will sag significant
ly, which probably will be problematic for struc
tural detailing. 
The original perimeter ring is placed on rocker 
bearing, giving a support in the (vertical) 
z-direction only. By giving these supports a cer
tain stiffness in the (horizontal) xy-direction, 
deflections of the ring and net could decrease 
significantly. As stated before a cable net with 
the same geometry but with fixed outer nodes 
will be answering to the stiffness requirements. 
But such a solution would have major impact on 
the architectural design and appearance of the 
stadium. Very large structural elements would 
be needed to achieve some stiffness in the xy
plane. The installation of such a 'brute-force' so
lution would destroy the notion of a lightweight 
and floating roof. 

With a combination of measures I, 2b, 3 and 4, 
a structure could be made that is answering to 
the stiffness requirements (see figure 3-4.18). 
However, the structure that is formed then is not 
very well suited for this a stadium with a retract
able roof. The stuts that are needed to increase 
the focal height are dropping big shadows on the 
field of play. These shadows are very distracting 
during games for the audience in the stadium 
and especially for television broadcasting. Such 
shadows are considered to be unacceptable. The 
roof could be permanently closed, but this is not 
acceptable for an Olympic Stadium. 

Very large and heavy structural elements are 
needed in this structure. The four bundled 
braces that are needed consist of 40 cables with 
a diameter of d=80 mm. It is therefor doubtful 
that this would be the most suitable structure 
for this stadium. 

Therefore an alternative structural system has 
been designed for the inner roof. This spoked 
wheel structure is described in the paragraph 
3.6. 

OQ9 H ) O - H OLLAND 1028 OLYMP ICS 
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" Figure 304.1"7 - BendIng moment M due 
Lo the unduli'lLIOn or he nng 

Top layer: stabilizing cables 

Bottom layer: loading cables 
Braces: 4 x 40 cables, d=80 

F'(jurc 3 4 .18 - Sellel natK layout of the 
working orthogonal cabl net 
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Another interesting phenomenon is the behav
iour of a single orthogonal cable net and un
dulating perimeter ring under prestress forces 
only. 

At the start of the project, It was assumed a cor
responding form of the perimeter ring and the 
cable exists so that the ring would not want to 
deAect in the z-direction under prestress forces 
only, and thus only deAects in the xy-plane. This 
assumption was made because [ expected that a 
cable and an infinite small piece of the perim
eter ring (where the cable is connected) would 
be located in one plane. 

However, this is not true. Test results have shown 
that under prestress forces only, deAections in 
the z-direction occur when the nodes were not 
constraint. When the nodes are z-constraint 
reaction forces in the z-direction occur. Under 
prestress forces only high points of the undulat
ing perimeter ring deAect up- and inwards and 
low points of the undulating ring deAect down
and inwards. Put into a visual description: the 
ring is folding inwards (see figure 3-4-19). 

This behaviour can be explained with the help 
of super-simplified models (see figure 3-4-20). 
In the first models the cable net and perimeter 
ring have been simplified to a model in which 
there is one loading cable and one stabilizing 
cable, the perimeter ring is simplified to four 

elements connecting the cables. Similar to the 
perimeter ring in the actual structure, this sim
plified perimeter 'ring' has two low points and 
two high points. 

Stuts of various lengths have been placed be
tween the load- and stabilizing cable. 

When the nodes are examined where the cables 
and the ring meet it is clearly visible that for 
each node the three elements are not located in 
one plane. Hence a reaction force occurs in the 
opposite direction in which these points want to 
deflect (see figure 3.4.20). Only when the stuts 
are of such size that the lowest point of the load
ing cable is at the same level as the lowest point 
of the ring (and the highest point of the stabiliz
ing cable is at the same level as the highest point 
of the ring), the three elements are located in 
the same plane and no z-reaction forces occur. 

When the super-simplified model is extended to 
a model with two loading cables and two stabi
lizing cables the same phenomenon takes place 
(see figure 3.4 .21) . 

When this model is extended to a model with 
many loading- and stabil izing cables, still the 
same phenomenon takes place. Reaction forces 
in the z-direction can only be eliminated when 
stuts are placed between the cables that have 
such height that the lowest points of the loading 
cables are at the same level as the lowest point of 
the ring and the highest point of the stabilizing 
cables are at the same level as the highest point 
of the ring. 
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I\. Figure 3.4.10 - Simplified model of he cable neL WI h on load cabl and one stabilizing cabl 

1\ Figure 3.4.19 - Under pres ress forces only 
high POints at' Ihe undula Ing perimeter ring 
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1\ Figure 3 .21 - Simplified model 0 I h ~ cabl- n WI I, tW(l load abies 
and wo tabJlizlng cables 
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The spoked wheel is a highly intelligent and ef
ficient structure. The rim without the spokes is 
completely soft, but becomes surprisingly stiff 
with the addition of thin spokes. The spokes 
will never become slack because they are pre
stressed . Even loads acting transversally from 
the wheel to the hub are carried to the rim by 
the spokes. [9] 

When parallel loads are acting on a bicycle 
wheel, these are transferred to axial loads in the 
spokes. In this example both lowering of the in
side hub and bending of the rim are prevented 
by the spokes (see figure 3.5.2) . 

The inner roof of the stadium will have a struc
tural system that works very similar as a spoked 
wheel. Transversal loads like snow and wind are 
carried to the rim by the spokes. The internal 
forces in the cables are almost perpendicular to 
the loads. Gravity load is precisely vertical, axial 
tensile forces in cables that run precisely hori
zontal may thus become infinitely large. There
fore the suspension cables have to run at an op
timized pitch [IOJ . 

Because a stadium roof is subjected to both up
ward and downward loading, its needs down
ward facing cables as well as upward facing ca-

bles. The downward facing cables are named the 
loading cables and the upward facing cables are 
named the stabilizing cables. By loading with a 
downwards direction, e .g. gravity loading and 
snow loading, the loading cables will be loaded 
and the stabilizing cables will be unloaded . By 
loading with a upwards wind loading, the load
ing cables will be unloaded and the stabilizing 
cables will be loaded . The cables are preten
sioned, so all cables remain tensioned under 
all conditions, to prevent fluttering of the net . 
Normally, the inner ring is a tension ring and 
the outer ring a compression ring. All of this is 
very similar to an orthogonal cable net struc
ture. Summarizing, the global structural system 
of the spoked wheel structure is similar to the 
global structural system of an orthogonal cable 
net structure. Both structures make use of a fo
cal height f, the elements that make the span are 
therefore more subjected to axial internal forces 
and less subjected to bending moments. 

The spoked wheel structure needs a certain 
height to be able to have cables running in up
wards- and downwards direction. The height f 
that is necessary for this is achieved differently 
than in an orthogonal single cable net. Gener
ally, two types of spoked wheel structures exist 
(see figure 3.5.3): 

A. The structure can be elevated on the out
side and flat on the inside. 

B. The structure can be flat on the outside 
and elevated on the inside. 
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So the height that is necessary to have cables 
running in upwards- and downwards direction 
is here achieved within the net, contrary to the 
single orthogonal cable net where the height is 
achieved by an undulating the perimeter ring 
(see figure 3.5-4). 

Consequently, the spoked wheel types A and 
B have a double cable net. A double net cable 
structure with a perimeter ring has a much larg
er stiffness than a single net cable structure with 
a perimeter ring, as is described in paragraph 
3-4-5.1. Therefore this spoked wheel structure is 
much better suited for the inner roof than the 
orthogonal cable net structure. 

If type A and B are compared, spoked wheel type 
B has the advantage that the height between the 
inner tension rings provides better conditions 
for the installation of a retractable interior roof. 
When the stadium is converted into a football 
stadium, there should be the possibility of in
stalling a retractable roof. Spoked Wheel B is 
therefore chosen for this project. In Frankfurt 
there is a stadium with such a structural system 
(see figure 3.5.5 and 3.5.6) . 

The structural system of this inner roof can 
be further explained by figures 3-5-7 and 3.5.8. 
When subjected to loading the total deflection 
of the system is the sum of deflection due to 
sacking of the inner rings u, and deflection due 
to bending of the cable truss itself u, . 

Lets assume that the cable truss has infinite stiff-

ness, so no deflections u, occurs. By downward 
loading the cable truss ';"ill rotate downwards. 
In order to make this rotation, the lower tension 
ring will have to extend. The ring will resist its 
extension and will be tensioned . Therefore it 
will give a support in the horizontal direction. 
The cable truss cannot deflect downward with
out horizontal movement . Therefore the resis
tance the inner ring gives for horizontal move
ment will also provide resistance for vertical 
movement and thus gives a vertical 'air support'. 
With this loading the upper ring will want to 
become smaller. If this ring is a beam, this will 
result in compression forces in this ring. If the 
ring is a tension cable it will become unloaded 
and slack. A pretension force in this cable will 
prevent this. 

When the system is subjected to upward load
ing a similar, opposite system appears; the up
per tension ring will become tensioned and pro
vides an air support now and a pretension force 
in the lower tension ring prevents the unloading 
and fluttering of the lower tension ring. 

Summarizing, in the structure the tension rings 
function as spring supports for the cable trusses, 
limiting the magnitude of deflection u, . 

Also the deflection u, has to be kept within lim
its: the cable truss itself has to have sufficient 
stiffness. This can be achieved by (a combina
tion of) these measures : 

Applying an adequate amount of preten-

0Q9 H}O - HO LLAND 2 0 2 a O LYM PICS 
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Reinforcing the cable truss with diagonals, 
making it a truss girder 

In order to place all spectators within the maxi
mum viewing circle the perimeter of the upper 
tier is undulating in height; at the long sides of 
the field the upper tier is 12 meters higher than 
at the short ends. The compression ring of the 
spoked wheel structure will follow this undula
tion. This undulating compression ring is slight
ly less efficient than a flat system (see also para
graph 3.5-4-1). In a flat system cable forces are 
uniform and under uniform loading therefore 
only axial compression forces and no bending 
moments will occur in the outer compression 
ring. With an undulating compression ring and 
uniform loading, cable forces will differ slightly 
around the ring and introduce some bending 
moments in the compression ring (see figure 

3·5·9)· 

However, asymmetric loading will always intro
duce bending moments in the perimeter com
pression ring. Therefore the compression ring 
has to be able to resist some bending moments 
anyway. The extra bending moments due to un
dulation of the outer ring are not very signifi
cant. 

Some initial dimensions of the spoked wheel 
structure: 

The spoked wheel has a circular ground 

plan with a diameter and maximal span of 
250 meters. 

There are 72 radial cable trusses, spanning 
65 meters from the outer ring to the inner 
rings. The maximal centre distance of the 
cable trusses is 10,9 meters at the outer ring 
and the minimal centre distance is 5.2 me
ters at the inner rings. The cables have a di
ameter of 80 mm 

The height between the two inner tension 
rings is 15 meters. The cables are separated 
by cable spreader bars which are tube sec
tions. The tension rings are bundled cables 
with a total diameter of 350 mm per ring. 

The perimeter ring truss is a triangular truss 
that consist of the following profiles: 

- axial members: tubes 559x90 mm 
- diagonal members: rectangular 
tubes: 300X200XlO mm 

The height and depth of the ring truss is 3.5 
meters. 

The design of a retractable roof is beyond the 
scope of this graduation thesis. Nevertheless 
two basic alternatives for an retractable roof 
structure will be introduced. 

The first alternative is to install another radial 
cable structure in the opening of the roof (see 
figure 3.5.10). In the stadium in Frankfurt this 

--------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------



structural system has been put into practice (see 
figure 3.5.4 and 3.5.5) . The geometric height of 
a two-part tensile ring, which is separated at 
the main axes by cable spreader bars, enables 
another interior radial-cable structure bringing 
together all cables at one point, plus a retract
able PVC membrane at the lower layer of the 
stabilizing cable [2]. 

Since the cladding of the surrounding structure 
is on the upper layer, the retractable membrane 
should for this project be installed in the upper 
layer of loading cables. The roof will then have 
a continuous closed surface and rain water can 
be drained. Rain water will naturally flow to the 
center now and has to be temporary collected in 
the central pod. This alternative will also result 
in rather troublesome shadows: the cables and 
the pod will display shadows on the pitch that 
will look quite unfamiliar. 

Another alternative is to install a radial system 
of truss girders in the opening. The span of 120 

m can be made by girders with a height of 7.5 
m. The retractable system is radial (see figure 
3.5.n). When opened the girders are stacked to
gether above the midline of the football field . 

This alternative has the advantage that there 
will be less troublesome shadows on the pitch. 
Only a strip of shade caused by the stacked gird
ers will be visible on the ground. If the girders 
are stacked at one point, there will be high point 
loads on that location, which could be problem
atic. 

The highest point in this structural system can 
be in the middle, so rain water will naturally 
flow to the sides of the roof. 

1. Suspension cable system 

" Figure 3.5.10 - An interior radial cabl 
system could be inslalled In the opening, 
the cables and he large central pod result III 

troublesome shadows on h pitch 
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The following loads act on the spoked wheel structure: 

On the permanent roof: 

Dead load, qOL 

q OL: Cable trusses 
q OL : Ring truss 

Live load, qLL 
Snow load 
Wind load 

-oAo kN/m' x (10.9 m + 5.2 m)h 

-0.56 kN/m' x (10.9 m + 5.2 m)/2 
1.07 kN/m' x (10.9 m + 5.2 m)/2 

On the inner rings due to the retractable roof, on each ring: 

Dead load, q OL 

qDL: 

Live load, q LL 
Snow load 
Wind load 

-0.50 kN/m' x (0.25IT x (120 m) ' )/(2IT x 60 m)/ 2 

-0.56 kN/m' x 15 
1.07 kN/m' x 15 

-3.2 kN/m 
-38.3 kN/m 

-4.5 kN/m 
8.6 kN/m 

-7.5 kN/m 

-8A kN/m 
16.1 kN/m 

Also a load case with asymmetric wind is calculated, in this load case the full wind load is acting on 
half of the structure. See paragraph 3.3.2 for a description of the wind load. 

Calculations are made with and without the retractable roof installed 



In order to get an initial idea of the dimensions 
of the cables a very simple hand calculation can 
be made (see calculation 3.5.1). For this calcu
lation the cable net is abstracted into a two-di
mensional cable girder. A uniform load is acting 
on the cable girder. An additional point load is 
acting on the location of the tensile rings. With 
these loads the stabilizing cable is just unload
ed, so the full load is acting on the loading cable. 
When the value for f is known, it is possible to 
calculate the values for Y, Hand S, and there
fore determine the dimensions of the cable. An 
analog calculation can be made when a upwards 
uniform load is acting unloading the loading 
cable and acting on the stabilizing cable. 

After the value of H is determined, the compres
sion force in the ring isalso calculated, analog to 
the calculation 3-4.2. 

According to the hand calculation a spoked 
wheel cable structure with this geometry can 
be applied for this building. In the hand calcu
lations the cable net perimeter has fixed sup
ports: the outer nodes are restrained to translate 
in all directions (U , U, U ). In the actual struc-

x }' z 

ture the outer nodes are connected to a perime-
ter ring truss. The next paragraph show that the 
influence of these different support conditions 
is not problematic (contrary to the orthogonal 
cable net, where it was the main problem). 
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A computer analysis is made for the spoked 
wheel structure using structural engineering 
software GSA. With this software the structural 
behaviour for this three dimensional geometry 
is be analyzed . 

In the computer analysis the spoked wheel 
structure is simplified so that one radial truss in 
the model represents four radial trusses in the 
actual structure. The total radial trusses in the 
model is therefore 72/4=18 trusses. 

First part of the analysis was the search of a 
structure with sufficient stiffness. The following 
requirement have been set up: deflections of the 
structure due to live loads should not exceed 2.0 

m. 

For the stiffness analysis a prototype model of 
the structural system is step-by-step adapted. 
Because this step-by-step analysis is applied, 
it is possible to observe the influence of each 
adaptation on the stiffness of the model. The 
end result is a model (model 5) that is in good 
correspondence with the actual structure. The 
deflections of this model do not exceed the set 
requirement of 2.0 m (see pages 94 and 95). 

From the first step (from model 0 to model 1) 

it can be concluded that the change in support 
conditions of the outer nodes (from pin-con
nections to connections to a perimeter truss) 

have minor impact on the deflections of the 
structure. 

From the second step (from model 1 to model 
2) it can be concluded that the increase of the 
height between the inner rings has significant 
impact on the deflections of the structure. A 
larger distance between the tensile rings, result 
in more stiffness and a decrease of deflections. 

From the third step (from model 2 to model 3) 
it can be concluded that despite the undulation 
of the perimeter truss the structural system still 
works the same. Structurally a system with a flat 
ring is favorable. But since the undulation of the 
ring has not a big impact on the structural sys
tem it has been decided to favour this option for 
architectural reasons. 

In the fourth step (from model 4 to model 5) 
and fifth step (from model 4 to model 5) it 
can be seen what the influence is of the bend
ing stiffness of the cable trusses on the total 
deflections. In other words it can be seen how 
large the value for u, is for different layouts of 
the cable trusses. Adding diagonals in the cable 
trusses, transforming them into truss girders 
(model 5), increases the stiffness of the system, 
although the system works quite well without 
them (model 4). 
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1 
Loadcase 

1:1.0 PT Z: 1.0 PT + 1.0 DL 3: 1,0 PT + 1,0 DL +1.0 SNOW 4: 1,0 PT + 1,0 DL +1.0 WIND 

Model Uxy[mm] Uz[mm] Uxy[mm] Uz[mm] Uxy[mm] Uz[mm] Uxy[mm] Uz[mm] 

0 0 -796 -1775 I 1145 

1 - I -804 -1806 I 1159 

Z 0 -569 - 1293 823 

3 1 -577 -1309 832 

4 6 -950 -1871 1051 

5 3 -877 -1726 9 19 

sa 3 -679 -1327 725 
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Deflections due to: 

5: 1,0 PT + 1,0 DL +1.0 WIND A Snow (LC3-LCz) 
I 

Wind (LC4-LCz) Wind A (LC5-LC2) 

Jxy[mmj Uz[mmJ Uxy[mmJ Uz[mmJ Uxy[mmJ Uz[mmJ Uxy[mmJ Uz[mmJ 

845 -979 1941 1641 

878 -1002 1963 1682 

630 -724 1392 1199 

753 -732 1409 1330 

1013 -921 2001 1963 

848 -849 1796 1725 

673 -648 1404 1352 < Table 3 5.1 Re.sul <; of 
thf stiffness .. 111 lysIS 
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Figure 3.5.13 AXIal mternal forces F un 
der load case ' 1." DL + 1. 5 LLSnow' 

'\ Figure 3.5.12 - The deformed gcom co ry 1)1 

model 5 under load case 3 

53Q10. kN 8327. kNm 
37800. kN 6203. kNm 
21700. kN 4078. kNm 
55Q2. kN 1Q54. kNm 
·10510. kN -169.8 kNm 

·26620. kN -2294. kNm 

-42730. kN -441B. kNm 

-58830 . kN -15542. kNm 
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Forces in calculation [kN] Difference 

3.5.1 3·5·3 
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Also model 5a has been examined, in this mod
el there retractable roof is absent (as it will be 
during the Olympics). This model is examined 
because it could have been possible that wind 
loads have more impact on this structure that 
has reduced dead load. This is not the case; de
flections of all load cases are smaller for this lay
out. 

n I , .. 

After the stiffness analysis a strength analysis has 
been executed with the working model (model 
5). Result of this calculation are the internal forc
es of all the elements in the spoked wheel struc
ture. Appropriate steel sections are determined 
and checked corresponding to these forces (see 
calculation 3.5.3). The calculation of the unity
checks can be found in appendix 3.5.3. 

According to the computer calculations the 
spoked wheel structure can be applied for the 
building. 

c; 

n 
th 

The results of the computer calculation are com
pared to the results of the hand calculation. The 
results are corresponding quite well (see table 
3.5. 2 ). 

The forces that are obtained from the computer 
calculations are a bit smaller than the forces that 

are obtained in the hand calculation. 
The reason for this is that the outer nodes in the 
computer calculation are not fixed but have flex
ible supports in the xy-direction, because they 
are connected to the perimeter ring. Therefore 
the structure can move and a larger part of the 
external force is converted to deflections instead 
of internal stresses. 

The spoked wheel structure is a feasible struc

ture for this project. 

no III 

The perimeter truss of the actual structure is 
supported by 72 columns in football mode. In 
athletics mode some columns are removed in 
the open end. The perimeter truss is then sup
ported by 66 columns. The loads on these col
umns are the sum of: 

The vertical reaction forces on the spoked 
wheel model times a modification factor. In 
the GSA model the inner roof is supported 
by 18 columns. The actual structure is sup
ported by 72 columns in football mode. 
But in athletics mode some columns are re
moved in the open end. The center distance 
of the columns is doubled here, therefore it 
corresponds with the center distance that 
36 ring columns would have. Therefore the 
reaction force taken from the GSA model is 
divided by two. 



The dead load weight of the perimeter truss, 
equally divided over 36 columns 
The vertical reaction forces of the main 
trusses model. The number and position of 
columns in this model corresponds exactly 
with the number and position of the col
umns in the actual structure. Thus no fur
ther load modification is necessary. 

This data is obtained from the previous GSA 
analysis and analyses described further in the 
report. The section profiles of these columns are 
be determined. Two-dimensional calculation 
software Technosoft is used for the columns cal
culation. An initial eccentricity eo due to imper
fections is the column geometry incorporated in 
the calculation (as prescribed in NEN 6771) . 

The reduced steel strength for sections with 
large thickness (according to NEN 6770 9 .1) is 
also incorporated in the calculation. L=L" uc 
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The main trusses are a section-active lightweight 
structure : stability and stiffness is derived from 
the form of the section (local geometry) . The 
global form of the trusses is primarily subjected 
to bending moments. Within the section the 
bending moment results in a tensile force in one 
end of the section and a compression force in 
the other. I n these trusses, like all lattice girders, 
the material is put where it is most needed : at 
the exterior of the section . 

The roof should radiate speed and movement, 
the curved trusses are laid in a diaphragmatic 
pattern that matches this intended appear
ance of the roof. I f a more regular radial pattern 
would have been applied the roof would have a 
much more static appearance (see figure 3.6.2 
and 3.6.3). 

The use of triangular trusses opposed to flat 
lattice girders increases the resistance to flex
ural buckling. Furthermore it gives the trusses 
enough flexural stiffness to take up the horizon
tal loads caused by the domes. The dome ge
ometry results in horizontal forces on the main 
trusses, this is described in detail in paragraph 

3·7· 

The general position of the roof columns is on 
the mid-lengths of the spans. This position is 
favoured over the position underneath the in
tersections of the main trusses. Choosing this 

position contributes to a more vivid appearance 
of the roof, compared to a more static appear
ance the roof would have if the columns would 
be placed underneath the intersection of the 
trusses. 

The choice for this position also results in the 
'right' amount of supports for the roof for both 
visual and structural reasons. The forces acting 
on the columns are taken into account. Choos
ing this amount of columns, the column sec
tions are of realistic proportions. They can be 
relatively slender, the final composition of roof 
and supports contributes to the intended archi
tectural image of a light roof on many supports. 

By choosing this position the columns-beam 
connections and beam-beam connections are 
spatially separated, resulting in a more simple 
construction process. 

Some column positions are slightly shifted along 
the truss length if the mid-span location would 
result in a unfavorable position for the column, 
for example in the middle of a football field . 

The outer rim of the roof is cantilevered as a re
sult of the chosen column positions. A cantile
ver has a larger moment and a much larger verti
cal deflection than a simply supported beam on 
two supports. This is a structural disadvantages 
of the chosen column positions. The advantages 
of the chosen column positions are considered 
more important. By choosing appropriate steel 
sections for the trusses the deflections of the 
cantilevered parts will be kept within limits. 
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Vertical loading: 
Dead load, qOL 

Domes 0-49 kN/m' x 50 m x 0.5 12.3 kN/m 
6.4 kN/m Main trusses + 

Live load, qLL 

Snow load 
Wind load 

0.56 kN/m' x 50 m x 0.5 
1.07 kN/m' x 50 m x 0.5 

14.0 kN/m 
27.0 kN/m 

Due to horizontal loading: 
F

X
'd 

M' 
zz;d 

-43-4 kN/m/ 23.7 kN 

1400 kN 
12500 kNm 

The uniform horizontal moment load and the axial load are educated guesses, determined after 
preliminary calculations for the dome structure (see calculation 3.7.1). 

Ii u atJ m 

A very simple hand calculation is made to deter
mine the dimensions of the main trusses. The 
structure is abstracted to a simple beam on two 
supports. The main trusses have to carry loads 
in two directions; a uniform vertical load that is 
a result of the dead load and live load of the roof 
and a uniform lateral load that is caused by the 
dome-shaped substructure. 

Therefore two calculations have been made: 

• 
only 
The beam is subjected to vertical and lateral 
loading 

By comparing the two results, the impact of hav
ing a curved su bstructu re (opposed to a flat sub
structure) on the main trusses can be seen. 

The hand calculation is conservative because 
the maximum span and load width are used and 
because in reality the truss is continuous, which 
will result in some reduction for the maximum 
moments. 

• The beam is subjected to vertical loading Furthermore, the horizontal forces in this cal-



culation are very conservative. On the major
ity of the trusses the horizontal forces caused 
by the domes are working on both sides of the 
truss, since most trusses are supporting domes 
on each side. The resultant horizontal forces on 
these trusses will be very small. 

The results of this calculation shows that the de
cision to curve the substructure does not have a 
large impact on the section of the main trusses. 
By choosing sections with a larger thickness, 
also the lateral forces can be carried. 

Also the results show that the designed geom
etry with the intended span length, truss height 
and truss sections is feasible . 

A computer analysis is made for the main truss 
es using structural engineering software GSA. 
The actual three dimensional layout of the main 
trusses and their supports are modelled in GSA. 
The structural behaviour for this three dimen
sional geometry is analyzed. Result of the cal
culation are the internal forces of the trusses. 
Appropriate steel sections are determined corre
sponding to these forces (see calculation 3.6.2) . 

The layout of the main trusses is fairly irregu
lar. Therefore internal forces in the main trusses 
differ significantly; at the outer rim the internal 
moments and axial forces are much larger than 
at most other locations in the structure. 

0---°1 ' , 
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Forces in calculation [kNm] 

3.6.1 3.6 .2 

M 

3.6.2 (after 2 
iterations) 

Tdble 3.) J . -ompansnn ofthe tnrces tound 
by th Iland and ornputer cdlc.ulatlon5 

Therefore the section properties of the main 
trusses will be differentiated; on locations 
where large internal forces occur the steel sec
tions will be larger and on locations where the 
internal forces are smaller the steel sections will 
be smaller. This structure will have three differ
ent types of truss sections: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Axial elements: 
HFCHS 4064 x 40, s355 

The total axial force capacity of this 
section is: Nud= 16344 kN 
The bending moment capacity is: 
Mud=25176 kNm 

Axial elements: 
HFCHS 4064 x 25, s355 

The total axial force capacity of this 
section is : Nud= 10650 kN 
The bending moment capacity is: 
Mud=m61 kNm 

Axial elements: 
HFCHS 4064 x 20, S355 

The total axial force capacity of this 
section is: Nud= 8627 kN 
The bending moment capacity is: 
Mud=4917 kNm 

The main trusses are modelled as numerical 
beams, the section properties of these beams 

are mainly determined by the axial elements. 
The diagonal elements are not modelled in this 
analysis. 

Because the structure is statically undetermined 
this differentiated layout of the truss sections 
will have an effect on the structural behaviour. 
Therefore a series calculation is made that 
consist of the following steps (see calculation 
3.6.2 ): 

• A model is built with the sections that are 
determined in the hand calculation 

• The internal forces are calculated 
• The three types of sections are applied to 

the appropriate locations 
• The internal forces are calculated, the inter

nal forces will differ form the first calcula
tion 

• The three types of sections are applied to 
the appropriate locations, the locations will 
differ form the first calculation 

The dead load of the trusses is constant through
out this calculation process: QOL=18.7 kN/m. The 
reduced dead load for reduced sections is not 
incorporated. The result is therefore a safe up
per boundary. 

This optimalization is executed only for bend
ing moments caused by vertical loading, M . All 

\'Y 
other loading (such as horizontal loading caused 
by the dome) and other internal forces (such as 
Mzz and F) are considered to be constant. 



When this process is repeated a number of 
times, a fairly realistic result is achieved. For this 
project two repititions of this calculation are ex
ecuted. 

The final result of the layout of the main trusses 
is shown in figure 3.6.7 

There is good correspondence between the 
hand calculation and the computer calculations 
(see table 3.6.1) . The maximal moments are a 
bit larger in the computer calculations. This is 
caused by: 

the irregular locations of the columns 
the optimization process; at locations where 
the moments are larger the elements will be 
larger and this attract larger moments 

The results of calculation 3.6.2 show that the de
signed geometry with the intended span length, 
truss height and truss sections is feasible . 

c 1 u 
Iu 1n 

The outer roof is supported by 66 columns. The 
loads on these columns are in correspondence 
to the vertical reaction forces of the main truss
es model. This data is obtained from calcula
tion 3.6 .2. With this data the section profiles of 
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Figure 3.6 7 • Moments M v after the firs · 
eration 
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the outer roof columns are determined. Two
dimensional calculation software Technosoft is 
used for the columns calculation. A initial de
flection eo is incorporated in the calculation. 
The reduced steel strength for sections with 
large thickness (according to NEN 6770 9.1) is 
also incorporated in the calculation. 

al U, (J n rh 
1l1mn 

The outer roof has its own stability system. This 
stability system is formed by twenty triangular 
subsystems that each consist of a vertical col
umns and a diagonal abutment. Those stability 
triangles are facing in different angles, so the 
roof can resist lateral loading in all directions 
(see figure 3.6.9 and 3.6.10). 

When subjected to horizontal loading axial in
ternal forces will occur in the diagonal and the 
horizontal member. The decisive load configu
ration is when the horizontal load is pointing 
in the same direction as the diagonal member 
is tilted (see figure calculation 3.6-4). The maxi
mal ratio compression force I buckling length 
occurs in this configuration. 

A two dimensional calculation for the stabil
ity system is made using structural engineering 
software Technosoft. The structure is subjected 
to a vertical load, which corresponds to the max
imal vertical load obtained in the main trusses 
analyses (see calculation 3.6.2). The structure is 
subjected to the following horizontal loads: 

A wind load, which is roughly calculated 
and equally divided over all stability col
umns working in that particular direction. 
A vertical load caused by the double 
curved geometry of the main trusses 
of the outer roof 
A potential vertical load caused by 
horizontal forces of the dome 
structures is assumed to be zero. 
All the stability columns are placed 
under the main trusses. The main 
trusses will be loaded on both sides 
with these horizontal forces, 
therefore it is assumed that these 
forces will be balanced. 

n 1 

A conservative value for the horizontal force 
acting on the stability columns is calculated by 
the following steps: 

The complex roof geometry is simplified to 
an rectangular plane of 415 m x 30 m elevat
ed to a height of 50 m. 
A maximum wind load, p = 1,05 kNlm' 

w;rep 

is acting in the perpendicular direction on 
this plane 
The total wind load acting is on this plane is 
equally divided over the J2 stability systems 
that are facing in this transversal direction 



The roof is stabilized by 20 stability columns. 
The maximal horizontal load on these columns 
are in correspondence to the vertical reaction 
forces of the main trusses model. This data is ob
tained form the previous GSA analyses. A wind 
load is roughly calculated by hand. Now the 
section profiles of these columns can be deter
mined . Two-dimensional calculation software 
Technosoft is used for the stability columns cal
culation. A initial deflection eo is incorporated 
in the calculation . 

> Calculation 3.6.4 
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The domes can be considered as the cladding 
system or substructure on the main trusses. 
Structurally, they can be considered as a series 
of coupled arches. The general principle of an 
arch is that due to its curvature it is more loaded 
by axial compression forces and less by bending 
moments (compared to a straight beam, see fig
ures 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). The geometry of a curved 
beam is a better approximation of an ideal com
pression arch. 

Loading the curved geometry introduces hori
zontal forces at the perimeter and the greatest 
concern has been how to assimilate these forc
es. 

The structural system works if the perimeter 
nodes cannot deflect outwards and a horizontal 
reaction is formed; in other words the geometry 
of the structure should be 'locked'. Then the 
curved geometry and the resulting moment re
duction is preserved. 'Locking' the geometry can 
be achieved by perimeter supports or perimeter 
rings. In the structural layout of the outer roof 
a couple of rings can be eviscerated: the cable 
net perimeter ring, the outer roof perimeter 
ring and the main trusses form perimeter rings 
around the domes. So either the geometry can 
be locked by global elements (consisting of the 
two big perimeter rings) or by local elements 
directly at the perimeter of each dome. Prelimi
nary research has led to the conclusion that it is 

much more efficient to assimilate the horizontal 
forces by a local system than by a global system. 

The most elegant and clear structural system 
would retain these forces within the domes and 
not let them go into the main trusses, so that 
the main trusses are subjected to vertical loads 
only. Often domes of this type are covering fully 
enclosed spaces, like former inner courtyards. 
Therefore they are predominantly subjected 
to horizontal loading in the downward direc
tion. A tensile ring located under the ring is in 
those cases an elegant subsystem to take up the 
horizontal loads. However, in this project an 
upwards facing (wind) load is of the same sig
nificance as the downwards load. Without ad
ditional measures a structural system consisting 
of a dome and a tensile ring will not work for 
this upward wind load. Under upward loading 
the tensile ring will relax and the curved beams 
of the dome are entirely assessed on bending. 
Therefore there is no longer a more efficient use 
of building material and thus not any reduction 
of the structural weight. 

The main trusses supporting the domes are 
triangular trusses. Because of this layout they 
also have lateral stiffness. This lateral stiffness 
is used to assimilate the horizontal forces from 
the dome beams. The horizontal perimeter forc
es of the domes are directed directly to the main 
trusses. Therefore the tube-profiles of the main 
trusses have to be increased, but this is just a 
minor adjustment to the intended geometry (as 
described in paragraph 3.6). 

H,O HO LAND 1 02 8 O LYM PI( S 
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/, Figure 3.7.2 - Force diagram oi 
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Figun 3.74 The sl"npllned tl1r','·dimcn 
Sional domt" with 11 sqllaro_ ground pli'ln of 

50m x 50 m nd a Deal Il'lgh f 5n ' 

FIQu 3 7 t:. The two '.limef1slunal ab-
Sl cllon of the stantlal I !.iume 

lin 

Dead load, qOL 
Steel profiles (computed by GSA/TS) 0.7 kN/m 

0.6 kN/m 
1.3 kN/m 

.",C""la""d""d""'i!,!.n4;g>--________ ----"0"'.2;;.;5;l...."'k!...:'N'.LI.!.!..!m2 x 5 m x 0.5 + 

qDL 

Live load, qLL 
Snow load 
Wind load 

0.56 kN/m2 x 5 m x 0.5 
1.07 kN/m2 x 5 m x 0.5 

1.4 kN/m 
2.7 kN/m 

f 11 J 11 

For the calculations the geometry is simplified 
to a dome with a square plan of 50 m x 50 m, 
and 9 arches in each directions. The maximum 
focal height of the middle arches is f=5.0 m. For 
the first hand calculation the three dimensional 
problem is further reduced to a two dimensional 
problem (see figure 3.7-4 and 3.7.5). 

The scheme for the first hand calculation is 
a curved beam with a fixed support (U ,U re
stricted) on one side and a lateral springXn]z re
stricted, U

x 
flexible restricted with spring value 

C) on the other side. By adjusting the value for 
C it is possible to calculate the moment reduc
tion for the curved beam compared to a straight 
beam: 

When C=o, there can be no horizontal reac
tion forces in the system. The beam is then 

=-3-7 kN/m / 2.9 kN/m 

fully subjected to bending moments. There 
is no moment-reduction due to the curva
ture of the beam; the beam has the same 
maximal moment as a straight beam with 
the same loading and span. When the force 
diagram of the lateral spring is regarded, a 
very large shear force is present. The large 
shear force result in large bending moments 
(see figure 3-7.6) 

When C=oo, there are maximal horizontal 
forces in the system. The axial internal 
forces in the beam are then much larger 
and the internal shear forces (and thus 
bending moments) much smaller. Thus 
there is maximal moment reduction. When 
the force diagram of the lateral spring is 
regarded this is noted as well; the shear 
force is much smaller and the axial force 



much larger. In a certain geometry shear 
forces and thus bending moments can be 
potentially zero. An ideal compression arch 
is than created (see figure 3.7.7). 

The actual value for C depends primarily on 
the lateral bending stiffness of the main trusses 
and is somewhere between 0 and 00 (see figure 
3.7.8). 

The maximal bending moment occurs when 
C=o. The maximal bending moment M for this 

yy 

span and loading is: 
M = 1/8ql'= 1156 kNm 

yy 

I n 

The standard three-dimensional dome of figure 
3.7-4 is modelled in structural engineering soft
ware GSA. The actual section properties and di
mensions of the structural elements are inserted 
in this model (see calculation 3.7.1). 

With this model it is determined which mo
ment reduction is achieved by the stiffness of 
the main trusses of the outer roof. In this model 
the stiffness of the main trusses is working simi
larly as the spring with a certain C-value in the 
two-dimensional model. 

With the calculated maximal forces in the 
beams the section profiles of the dome beams 
are determined. 

Also the internal forces in the main trusses re-

suiting from the loading of the domes are deter
mined with this model. 

These internal forces are used in paragraph 3.6, 
in order to determine the section profiles of the 
main trusses. 

Two calculations for the three-dimensional 
dome are made: 

In the first calculation the perimeter t ru ss 
consist of three HFCHS 4046 x 20 tubes. 
These correspond to the minimal section 
profiles used in the main trusses resulting 
in minimal values for A, Izz and !d therefore 
resulting in minimal spring stittness C and 
minimal moment reduction. The deflec
tions and the internal forces in the dome 
beams out of this model are therefore used 
to determine the sections for the dome 
beams. 

In the second calculation the perimeter 
truss consist of three HFCHS 4046 x 40 
tubes. These correspond to the maximal 
section profiles used in the main trusses re
sulting in maximal values for A, I

zz 
and I , 

therefore resulting in maximal spring still
ness C and maximal moment reduction. On 
the other hand this also results in maximal 
internal forces in the main trusses. The mo
ments M and axial forces F in the main 
trusses 0~7t of this model are therefore used 
in paragraph 3.5, in order to determine the 
section profiles of the main trusses. 
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< Figure 3.7.9 . The GSA model of the Im
phfied three-dimensional dome with a square 
ground plan of SOm x 50 m and a tocal height 

f=5m 
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When comparing the hand- and computer cal
culations. it can be concluded that the domed 
geometry results in a very large moment reduc
tion in the dome beams (see table 3.7.1) . 

This reduction is 'paid for' by the main trusses. 
The main trusses will have additional internal 
forces. 

M 

Forces in calculation 
[kNml 

Hand 3.7.1 
calculation 

49 

Reduction 

" Table 3.7 - Comparison Of th forces found 
by the hand and ('"ompute.r calculations 

> Flgu!' • .:! 3 7.10 Th bending momenrs r'1 
(model I, a (lV() M lrnod·1 2, mlddl and 
aXial farces F (model 2 oelow) In th GSA 

m d I of 'Ie stan dar d dome 
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In this paragraph the detailing of the roof struc
ture is explained. Both structural as architectur
al aspects are taken into account in the design of 
the details . The location of the described details 
is shown in figure 3.8 .1. 

The structural elements are connected at their 
center lines as much as possible in all details. 
Hereby eccentricities, which introduce disad
vantageous bending moments in the connec
tions, are avoided. In some connections small 
eccentricities remain. Those are described in 
the following paragraphs. 

All welded connections in trusses of tubes are 
gap-connections. These are the easiest connec
tions to make. 

• 1 

An early design decision was to cover all the 
three dimensional girders; the main trusses of 
the outer structure and the perimeter ring of the 
cable net will be clad with translucent polycar
bonate panels (see figure 3.8.2). Three architec
tural arguments led to this decision: 

The 'crisp and clean' look of clad trusses is 
favoured over a more fragmented look of 
uncovered trusses. The composition of the 
irregular domes, the curved main trusses 
and the irregular placed (stability-) col-

umns already has a very strong visual pres
ence . Adding a large amount of uncovered 
steel tubes to this image might have an 
overwhelming visual effect. 

The translucent cladding of these trusses 
gives the opportunity to install interior 
lighting, contributing to a spectacular night 
image for the building. Since a stadium is 
used and observed for a great part at night
time, the night image is very significant. 

The truss interiors can be used for ducts and 
services. This is principle is worked out for 
rain water drainage. 

The global curved form of the roof is advanta
geous for rainwater drainage . 

First the inner roof is examined. Rain water will 
flow from the vaulted roof cladding to gutters 
running parallel with the cable trusses. The an
gie of the top cable to a horizontal line is various. 
But the minimal value is 2 degrees, therefore 
rainwater will naturally flow down to the perim
eter truss. Because the perimeter ring is undu
lating, rain water will flow to the low points at 
the far ends of the field . An interior gutter is in
stalled in the perimeter truss (see detail 2). The 
ring columns are located directly under this ring 
truss. At the low point of the ring truss the water 
is drained along the local ring column and col-

Dq5J H , O " H OLLAND 1 02 8 OLYMJ>IC5 

A Figure 3.8.2 . Polycarbonate pia cs in the 
L.aban Dance Cente.r In Land In 

o collection points 

A Figure 3.8. • Dralnaqe of tt1e roof 
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lected in rain water tanks, so it can be used later. 
Additional measures are undertaken to prevent 
rainwater to flow in the opening of the roof. A 
form of skirting is installed here. 

The outer roof also has its absolute low points on 
the perimeter of the roof, located in the North
and South end, allowing rain water to naturally 
flow to these locations. The domes are all point
ing upwards, so rain water will naturally flow 
to their perimeters and will further be drained 
along the main trusses. The main trusses are 
hereby the most important drainage paths for 
rainwater. Interior gutters are installed in these 
main trusses (see detail I). Final drainage from 
the gutter in the outer main truss to a rain wa
ter tank below is a bit more problematic here 
because there are no columns located directly 
underneath the outer truss. At the low points of 
the roof the rainwater is directed to the nearest 
columns. The main trusses have a height of 3.5 
meters. This is enough height to install a inte
rior gutter with a descending slope, even while 

U (temperature) = 0 .13 m 
"Y 

Both are causing the perimeter ring to move 
inwards and outwards. Only horizontal deflec
tions occur, deflections in the vertical direction 
are restrained by the ring columns. The columns 
supporting the perimeter ring are rock bearing 
supports, those are able to follow these move
ments and the deflections of the perimeter ring 
have no influence on the structural system of 
these columns. The outer roof might be dam
aged if it has to follow the deflections of the pe
rimeter ring. Therefore the connections of the 
inner and outer roof are executed as expansion 
joints (see detail 2) . 

The edge of the outer roof can expand freely. 
Some extra stresses and strains at the supports 
can be expected, those are not calculated. 

the slope of the truss is in the opposi te direction n f 
here (see figure 3.8-4) . 

Because the steel structure of the roof is cover
ing a very large area, thermal expansion have to 
be taken into account. The inner roof has con
siderable expansions due to loading and varia
tions in temperature: 

U,), (loading) = 0 .13 m 

The first detail shows the connection from the 
domes to the main trusses and the main trusses 
to the (stability) columns (see figure 3.8.6) . 

The structural connection of the domes and the 
main trusses, restricts deflections in the verti
cal and horizontal direction, rotations are not 
restricted . Therefore the horizontal and verti
cal support reactions of the dome structure are 
transmitted into the main trusses. For this con-



nection prefab fins are welded to the tube sec
tions. The dome beams are connected to these 
fins with hinged bolt connection, using a single 
M27 bolt . 

The fins are located at the sides of the tubes, 
the center lines of the dome beams are then in
tersecting with the center point of the tube of 
the main truss. The horizontal component of 
the reaction force of the dome beam is more 
significant and can hereby be transferred more 
efficient. 

The horizontal elements of the main trusses are 
aligned with the locations of these dome beams 
connections. The horizontal forces caused by the 
dome beams are therefore directly transferred 
to these horizontal elements. Large bending 
moments in the main trusses due to the hori
zontal forces of the dome beams are therefore 
eliminated. Horizontal forces are even (partial
ly) substituted in most places, because for most 
locations the horizontal forces are coming from 
both directions. 

The main trusses will be clad with polycarbonate 
panels, which are connected to a secondary steel 
structure of UNP profiles. The center distance of 
the UNP profiles on the top layer is smaller, so 
the top layer can be walked on for maintenance. 
The PC panels are rounded at the ends to fol
low the rounded geometry of the truss girders. 
Behind these plate continuous strips of LED
lighting are installed. 

Within the truss there is space for services. An 
interior gutter is installed for rain water drain
age. The gutter is laid on I PE 120 profiles. 

On top of the dome beams a highly translucent , 
highly resistant PTFE fabric is laid . This fabric 
cladding is very suitable for the double curved 
surfaces it has to cover. Standard perimeter bolt 
connections are used to connect it to the dome 
beams. There is a continuous connection be
tween the fabric cladding and the gutter, pre
venting leakage at this location. The rectangular 
tubes of the main trusses are sticking through 
the gutter. Rubber strips are laid around the 
rectangular tube sections, so no leakage occurs 
here either. 

The column to truss connection is a typical pen
cil head connection, supporting the main truss 
in the vertical and horizontal direction. The 
pin-hole connection is a hinged connection . All 
trusses can not rotate around this connection 
because they are part of a three-dimensional 
network of trusses. The top ends of the vertical 
and diagonal element of the A-shaped stability 
column are connected by a long weld connec
tion. A triple steel gusset connection plate is 
connected to the top of the A-shaped column. 
Another double steel gusset connection plate is 
welded between two bottom tubes of the main 
truss. The pin-hole connection joins both plates, 
the final connection of the columns to the truss
es is made on-site. This main truss-to-column 
connection is also used to join consecutive ax
ial tubes of the main trusses by a circular bolt 
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group. The bolts are placed within the perimeter 
of the polycarbonate plates, so there are out of 
sight. Similar bolt groups are used for other con
nections in main truss elements as well (and for 
connection of the perimeter truss as is described 
in the next paragraph). 

The diagonal elements of the main trusses are 
designed so they can transmit the big reaction 
force as an axial force from the main truss into 
the columns. 

[n order to make a welded gap connection be
tween the bottom perimeter tube and the diago
nal tubes, an eccentricity of 101 mm is created 
here. This eccentricity is small enough to be ig
nored. Around the column connection a larger 
eccentricity of 200 mm is needed. This eccen
tricity is so large that it cannot be ignored. 

L1 n 

The second detail shows the connection of the 
inner and outer roof. 

A stated before, the perimeter ring of the inner 
roof will have considerable deflections due to 
loading and thermal expansions. The cladding 
of the domes might be damaged if it has to fol 
low these deflections. The joints connecting 
these two substructures are therefore executed 
as movement joints. Unforeseen and undesired 
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An open me h membrane 15 
o th cable struc ure as a ceiling 

Figure 3.8.11 - For the Berlin OlympIc Sta
dium a similar PTFE membrane on support 

arches is used 



cooperation between the inner- and the outer 
roof structure is hereby prevented. 

In this detail a movement joint for the dome 
beam to the perimeter truss is shown. With this 
connection the perimeter truss can move 150 

mm, without causing the domes to move along 
with it. The connection between the dome 
beam and the perimeter truss is a sliding con
nection. The dome cladding is connected to the 
dome beams and not connected to the perim
eter truss, so it can move freely along with the 
dome beam. 

A bended steel profile is connected to the end of 
the dome cladding. This steel profile can move 
over the perimeter truss cladding, ensuring a 
water proof transition of the dome- and perim
eter truss cladding in all states. 

Because the dome-beams are not restricted to 
deflect horizontally at these points, they are not 
locked in, and consequently there is no moment 
reduction is these beams. This is not a prob
lem because the spans of the domes are much 
smaller here than the calculation domes. The 
dome-beams are able to resist the full bending 
moments here. 

The main truss to perimeter truss connection is 
also executed as a movement joint. 

The perimeter ring is connected to the ring 
columns with a pencil head connection which 
is similar to the column to truss connection in 

detail!. The truss plate is a double plate and the 
column plate is a triple plate. 

On the inner tubes of the perimeter truss, pre
fab connection plates for the steel cables are 
welded. The bottom and top cable of the cable 
truss are connected into a single cable socket. 
There is only one type of socket needed for all 
these connections since the angle between the 
top and bottom cable is constant. On site the 
cable sockets are connected with pin-hole con
nections to the connection plates. Minimal end 
distances for the plate geometry are incorporat
ed (see calculation 3.8.2). 

The truss-column connections and truss-cable 
connections are also used to join consecutive 
axial tubes of the main trusses by a circular bolt 
group, similar to the man trusses in detail!. 

The diagonal members of the perimeter truss 
are designed so that they can transmit the very 
large point loads coming from the cables of the 
inner roof as an axial force to the axial perimeter 
truss sections. 

The perimeter truss is clad with the same mate
rial as the main trusses; polycarbonate translu
cent panels are placed on UNP profiles in front 
of LED-lighting strips. 

A large interior gutter is placed within the pe
rimeter truss. Water from both the inner roof 
and the adjacent domes will naturally flow into 
this gutter. 
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The top and the bottom layer of the inner roof 
are both clad, leaving potential space for servic
es in the interior. The top cladding is the outer 
layer that ensures weather protection. The same 
roof material as used for the domes is installed 
here; a highly resistant PTFE fiberglass fabric. 
Similar cladding systems are used for a few sta
diums, for example the stadium in Stuttgart and 
Berlin (see figure 3.8.n). The PTFE membrane is 
laid on secondary support arches that are each 
spanning over four cable trusses. The size of the 
roof arches is then in good correspondence to 
the size of the domes; this ensures a coherent 
composition of the inner- and outer roof. The 
support arches have tensile cable at the bot
toms. 

The bottom layer cladding is just a visual ceiling 
and consequently does not have to be wind- and 
water proof. An open mesh glass/PTFE mem
brane is used here which is connected by lacings 
to the cables. The Berlin Olympic Stadium has a 
similar ceiling (see figure 3.8.9). 

The structural connection of detail 2 is verified 
by two calculations, which are shown on the 
next page. 

The K-form welding connection of the perim
eter truss is computed in calculation 3.8.1. The 
connection is calculated according to NEN 6772 
11.6, table 5. For the calculation the actual three
dimensional connection is simplified to a two
dimensional connection. The scheme that is 
shown in the drawing of calculation 3.8.1 is the 

plan layout of the detail. In the actual structure 
there are four wall profiles connected to the pe
rimeter profile. The values for N, are therefore 
divided by two. The connection can fail on: 

yielding of the perimeter tube 
punching of the wall tube through the pe
rimeter tube. 

Yielding of the perimeter tube is critical for this 
connection. 

The typical pin-hole connection of the cables to 
the perimeter truss is computed in calculation 
3.8.2. The connection is calculated according to 
NEN 677211.1.7. The connection can fail on: 

shear pin 
bending pin 
butt fail pin 
butt fail connection plates 

The combination of shear and bending in the 
pin is critical for this connection. 

Also minimal end distances for the connection 
plate geometry are determined. 
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The third detail shows the connection detail of 
one of the 72 cable trusses to the inner tensile 
ring (see figure 3.8.12). 

The tensile ring is connected to the horizontal 
and diagonal cable, and the vertical stut of the 
cable truss. 

The tensile ring cable needs to have total steel 
area of A = 94000 mm'. Since no cablesareavail
able of such size the tensile ring is a bundled ca
ble; it consist of 2 layers of 6 x d=100 cables. The 
cables are held together by arm profiles, located 
at the end of each cable truss. The cable trusses 
and the arm profiles are spaced 5.2 m apart . 

The cables and the stut are all joined to the arm 
profile with pin-hole connections. The arm pro
file has a side and a bottom plate of t=40 mm, to 
make these connections. 

In order to ensure a less distinct shadow line 
caused by the roof edge on the field, the most 
inner 10 m of the roof will have a full transpar
ent cladding. The glazing panels are laid on IPE 
80 beams (spaced l.l m apart) which are laid on 
rectangular tubes 220x12ox8 mm (spaced 2.0 m 
apart) . The rectangular tubes are laid on beam 
footing which are bolted around the cables. All 
panels have a slope, so rainwater naturally flows 
to the exterior edges. 

The bottom layer of the roof is clad with a trans
lucent cladding and the structure is hided to 
some extent behind this. But precisely under
neath the last IO meters of transparent roof the 
bottom layer is purposely left open. The struc
tural system is hereby displayed; it is giving a 
sneak preview of the total inner roof structure. 
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(An Olympic stadium is designed that is 
.I"\.. a useful and meaningful addition for 
its location in two life phases. The stadium is not 
just designed for the Olympics, but a second life 
as a football stadium is fully incorporated in the 
design . The playful and visually attractive roof 
structure is the most striking architectural fea
ture, it gives the stadium an iconic appearance. 
Hereby the goal that has been set out at the start 
of this graduation thesis has been met. 

Because a solid preliminary analysis is executed, 
the master plan is closely related to a range of 
actual developments. Spatial studies on Olym
pics in the Netherlands have been examined, 
as well as national and regional development 
plans. The potential legacy of all parts of the 
master plan is therefore very powerful and espe
cially the location of the Olympic Village on new 
islands in AJmere in combination with a strong 
infrastructure line connecting Almere and Am
sterdam. The choice for the clear and powerful 
theme of water was a good foundation for the 
architectural design . With the theme of water as 
a starting point , the architectural design started 
with the development of a concept for the 'Ur-
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ban Heart'. The architectural scheme for the 'Ur
ban Heart' is a composition of three metaphors : 
a bridge, a dike and an umbrella. The metaphor 
for an umbrella for the roof structure was a good 
foundation for the design of the stadium and 
the roof. 

d· m 

The most important design decision for the 
stadium was to leave the South end open in the 
Olympic mode. The resulting characteristic 
horseshoe shape of the stadium is a direct re
sult of the goal that has been set out at the start 
of the project: to design a stadium for two life 
phases. 

This decision solved the problem to facilitate for 
two sports with complete different playing fields 
instantly : The athletics track can then by placed 
eccentric to the seating bowl, and best possible 
viewing positions (with close proximity to the 
field of play) could be offered for both sports. 

The decision to create an undulating upper tier 
brought much architectural quality to the de
sign. 
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The roof has two parts that have very different 
preconditions: the need of a very large column
free span above the field of play and the seat
ing bowl versus the possibility to place columns 
around the stadium. These preconditions have 
led to a split of the roof in an inner roof and a 
outer roof with different structural systems. 
Above the field a spoked-wheel cable structure 
is placed and around the stadium a structure of 
triangular trusses and domes is installed. This 
split is almost unavoidable if the roof has to 
have a structural efficient system. But the com
position of the two parts is quite satisfying; the 
total structure can be comprehended as a wheel 
structure with an oversized rim. 

For a long period of time in the project, the 
inner roof was intended to be an orthogonal, 
single layer cable net enclosed by an undulating 
perimeter ring. It has been shown that such a 
structural system is not suited for this building. 
This structural system is not possible for the par
ticular combination of span length, focal height 
and desired dimensions for the perimeter ring 
in this stadium. It might be possible for other 
layouts, for example for a much smaller span. 
The size and direction of the forces at the edges 
of the net are the main cause for the problems 
in structural behaviour. The support conditions 
of the outer nodes of such a net are therefore 
crucial : 

If the outer nodes are restrained to trans-

late in all directions (U" Uy' U) the system 
works well 
If the outer nodes are connected to a perim
eter ring, and thus only partly restricted to 
move horizontally, the systems deflects far 
too much under loading 

The main cause for large deflections of an or
thogonal single layer cable net connected to a 
perimeter ring is that under loading large bend
ing moments in the perimeter ring occur. Most 
significant are the bending moments M

zz
' which 

are bending moments acting in the horizontal 
plane. When the ring does not have sufficient 
stiffness, these large bending moments will re
sult in large horizontal deflections of the ring. 
These large horizontal deflections of the ring 
will result in even larger vertical deflections of 
the net. 

The cables of the net are causing point loads on 
the perimeter ring. 

Bending moments in the perimeter ring can be 
caused by: 

Variation in the size of these point loads on 
the perimeter ring 
Variation in the direction of these point 
loads on the perimeter ring 

In all single cable net options (both orthogonal 
and radial) the variation in the size of the loads 
is very significant. 



When subjected to downward (snow) load
ing the loading cables will be loaded and the 
stabilizing cables will be unloaded. Therefore 
horizontal forces in the connection points of 
the loading cables will be large and horizontal 
forces in the connection points of the stabilizing 
cables will be small, almost zero. The variation 
of horizontal loads will cause the ring to de
flect horizontally into an egg-shape form. Large 
bending stiffness El u is needed to prevent this 
horizontal deflection. 

When the system is subjected to upward load
ing the same phenomenon occurs but in oppo
site direction . 

The bending moments Mzz in the ring can 
be eliminated by a great extent by installing a 
double net. When subjected to snow loading 
the loading cables will again be loaded and the 
stabilizing cables will again be unloaded. How
ever, now there are both loading and stabilizing 
cables connected in all connection points of the 
net and the ring. Thus, in all connection points 
the horizontal forces are then of the same size. 
This loading on the ring will cause it to deflect 
inwards but keep a circle geometry. Pure com
pression forces in the ring occur and no bending 
moments M . 

1.Z 

Another interesting conclusion is that in a single 
layer orthogonal net and undulating perimeter 
ring there are vertical forces at the edges of the 
net. This is true for all loading conditions, even 
under prestress forces only. Not at any point in 

the ring, a cable and an infinitely small piece of 
the ring can make a force triangle that is in one 
plane. Therefore there will always be a vertical 
resultant force. The result is that a the whole 
structure will want to fold inwards, if not sup
ported. 

In a flat cable net and perimeter ring, the cables 
and the ring are always in a horizontal plane, 
But this is not a working structural system for 
perpendicular loading, since flat cables will then 
have infinitely large axial forces . 

The change to a double layer spoked wheel ge
ometry solved to problem of the large deflec
tions. 

It was a successful decision to change to outer 
roof structure from a space frame into a struc
ture consisting of grid shell domes on main 
(triangular) trusses. The new geometry looked 
more like the architectural image reference of 
people holding up a rain shelter. Also struc
turally this system makes more sense. Even in 
a space frame, main load paths are formed be
tween support columns. These load paths can 
be comprehended as hidden beams. In the new 
geometry, building material is put along these 
load path, which makes sense structurally. Be
cause the main trusses are triangular trusses, 
they have stiffness in the horizontal direction. 
Therefore horizontal forces that are caused by 
the beams can be taken by these trusses. There
fore the combination of the domes and the tri
angular trusses works quite well. The section 
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Overview structural elements stadium roof 
Inner roof 

-
Cables: 80 mm cables, S2160 

Stuts: 219.1 x 8 tubes, S355 

Tensile ring: 2 x 6 x 100 mm cables, S2160 

Perimeter ring truss: I Axial elements 660 x 70 tubes, S355 

Diagonal elements 323·9XI2·5 tubes, S355 

Ring columns: I 660 x 70 tubes, S355 

Outer roof: 

I Main trusses: I Axial elements: 406-4 x 20-40 tubes, S355 

Diagonal elements: '93.7 x 10 tubes, S355 

Domes: 250X150X12·5 tubes, S275 

Columns: 660 x 70 tubes, S355 

Stability columns: 1000 x 40 tubes (custom made),S355 
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Non light- Lightweight Reduction 
weight roof roof 

Outer roof 1.21 0·97 -20% 

Inner roof 4.00 1.57 -60% 

"Tabl C 2 Comp 115011 of ttl d~ad load at 
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profiles of the main trusses had to be enlarged, 
so that the structure can take these extra loads, 
but this was a minor adjustment. 

Any other structural alternative to take these 
horizontal forces from the domes does not work 
very well. In the global structural geometry, it 
is possible to indicate potential ring-type sub
systems. But these spontaneous found rings are 
too large and the geometry is too much diverted 
from the ideal form to lock the structure in. Lo
cal rings under each dome will have to be able to 
take compression forces as well, since loads are 
coming from upward and downward directions 
for this building. 

The decision to split the roof in an inner- and 
an outer roof had a large impact on the stability 
system and the details. Structurally the inner
and outer roof function separately, they have 
their own stability system and all connections 
between the two roofs have to be movement 
joints. 

Figure and table C.1 show the main structural 
elements of the roof. 

r h n 

The design of the stadium can be further devel
oped and further design could be done on cable 
structures in general. 

After each step in the design process there has 
been a focus in the thesis. Therefore a large ter-

rain has been left 'untouched'. A further devel
opment of the design would involve, among 
other things: 

Development of other parts of the master 
plan 

Design of the basement levels and the car 
park 
Design development of the floor plans 
Structural design of all elements of the sta
dium that are not part of the roof structure 

And most interesting would be the further de
velopment of the roof structure. The end result 
of this thesis is a roof structure that is designed 
and verified for global behaviour. Some local 
behaviour is explored in the design of the most 
important details, but much more work could 
be done here. For example torsional moments in 
the perimeter ring are not explored . It could be 
examined what causes the torsional moments in 
the perimeter ring and how they are assimilated 
in the structure. . 

It would be very interesting to further explore 
the construction process of the building. To take 
into account how the structure has to be built 
will definitely have a large impact on the design 
of the details. 

For example it is interesting to explore if such 
high pretension forces can be achieved in prac
tice and how that is done on-site. 



For theoretical research it would be interesting 
to further explore and compare various cable 
systems. A single layer orthogonal cable net was 
not applicable for this particular project, but 
it is applicable for buildings with other design 
preconditions. It would be interesting to do re
search on what the limits are of this structural 
system (in terms of span, focal height, support 
conditions, loading, etc.) in comparison to other 
cable structures. A start of such research is made 
in this project, but only as means to an end; to 
find a working structure for this particular proj
ect. The end result of a more general research 
could be used as a sort of user manual of cable 
structures for designers. 

The lightweight roof is a strong architectural el
ement, but it is also interesting to examine what 
the hard quantitative gain has been: how much 
reduction of the dead load of the structure is 
gained by designing a lightweight roof instead 
of a 'regular' roof? 

An estimate of the dead load reduction is made 
with a quick calculation. The dead load of the 
designed roof is hereby compared to a hypo
thetical flat roof with the same span and con
sisting of truss girders only. The result is sum
marized in table C.2 The outer- and inner roof 
are compared separately. The designed outer 
roof is considerably more lightweight than a hy
pothetical space frame would be. The decision 
to make domes and main trusses was beneficial 
for dead load reduction. A very large dead load 
reduction is achieved for the inner roof, it shows 

that a roof of such dimension practically can not 
be made without applying at least some light
weight design principles. 
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'H 0 Holland 2028 Olympics' 
2 - has developed into a grad

uation project in which I tried to combine archi
tectural imagination to engineer's realism. 

To search for a meaningful redevelopment in 
the second life was the most adequate strategy 
for the stadium. Applying this strategy gives the 
chance to build something beautiful and great 
that can be redeveloped with relatively little 
means, as opposed to the strategy of building 
a temporary structure, where architectural ap
pearance falls behind. In practice, the reuse of 
building material of temporary structures is not 
that self-evident and it often results in some 
waste of material. 

Because of the solid preliminary analysis, the 
plan is closely related to a range of actual de
velopments. Spatial studies on Olympics in 
the Netherlands have been examined, as well 
as national and regional development plans. 
The master plan that has been development is 
an own adaptation of these studies, hereby the 
project gained in realism. 

The choice for a strong theme and a coherent 
architectural concept for the 'Urban Heart' has 
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been a very good starting point for the architec
tural design of the stadium. 

Regarding the architectural design I am quite 
content with the playful appearance of the 
building. The composition of the curved lines of 
the bowl and the roof, the apparent randomness 
of the columns and the great openness of the 
stadium, has a presence that, [ hope, is looked 
upon as fun and typically Dutch. The metaphors 
of the dike and the umbrella are present and rec
ognizable and still subtle enough not to be over
emphasized. 

Although the final form of the roof structure 
is a satisfying result, it has been hard at some 
points to truly design for architectural form and 
structural behaviour simultaneously. The urban 
location and the architectural concept of an um
brella/rain shelter could not involve too much 
height. This has been in conflict with the desire 
to design a lightweight form-active roof, which 
usually needs a certain height. 

The form of the outer roof structure was almost 
entirely defined by architectural considerations 
before it was given a structural system. I was 
then forced to try to apply a structural system 
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to an existing form, which is definitely not the 
most pure method of design. 

In the structural design process it has also been 
difficult to find the right balance between solid 
research and quick considerations. In a design 
process the structure is constantly undergoing 
changes and therefore it is tempting to just do 
quick general calculations of some part and 
then move on to another part. However, in this 
method there is a risk that some results are not 
fully understood before that particular aspect is 
concluded . In this project I learned that it often 
is more wise to fully understand your work and 
document the results well, before moving on to 
a next aspect of the design. Maybe if I examined 
the orthogonal cable net more thoroughly at an 
earlier stage, I could have concluded that it was 
not a feasible option for this project. 

All the structural problems have been abstract
ed to relatively simple diagrams so that hand 
calculations could be made first. The results of 
the hand calculations are in a later stage con
firmed by computer analysis. I am satisfied with 
the use of this method in the structural design 
process, it gave me the opportunity to monitor 
the results well. 

This graduation project has offered me a unique 
opportunity because it enabled me to work out 
a vision for the Olympic Games in the Nether
lands from the largest to the smallest scale; it 
enabled me to think out everything between a 
theme and a master plan to the structural details 

of the stadium roof. I think a strong theme and 
concept was a guiding force in the design pro
cess that has resulted in a typical Dutch Olym
pic plan and a stadium that has a playful, fun 
and happy look which is a great match to the 
Olympic and Dutch spirit. 

Jeroen Potjer, 
Amsterdam, 21.10 .2010 
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1.T own composition using images of www.jlickr.com, www.panaramio.com and images.google.nl 
1.9: own composition using images of www.jlickr.com, www.panaramio.com and images.google.nl 
1.11: Stadia : a design and development guide [6] 

2.1, 2.3, 2.10 2.14-2.17, 2.21 -2.3}: own composition 
2.2, 2-4, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 2.12, 2.13: Stadia: a design and development guide [6] 
2S The Arup Journal 1/2003 
2.6: own sketch 
2.11 : own graphic made in Microsoft Excel 
2.18 : www.gbp-architekten.de 
2.19: www.dezeen.com 
2.20: www.dezeen .com, www.jlickr.com 

3.1.l-3.1.8: own composition 

3.3.1, 3.3S own composition 
3.3.2 : NEN 6702 
3.3.3, 3.3-4,3.3.6: EC 1 

3-4.1, 3+3, 3-4.6, 3-4·7, 3+9, 3+10, 3-4.18, 3+20, 3-4.21 : own composition made in Oasys GSA 
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3A·2, 3AA, 3+5, 3A.8, 3A·II-3+·17 3A·19: own composition 
3.5 .1, 3·5A, 3·5·7, 3·5·8-3·5·n , 3-5-15: own composition 
3-5-2: own composition using images of images.google.com 
3·5·3, 3·5S Stadium atlas : technical recommendations for grandstands in modern stadia [10] 
3.5.6: images.google.com 
3.5.12-3.5.14: own composition made in Oasys GSA 

3.6.1-3.6+ 3.6.9,3.6.10: own composition 
3.6.6-3 .6.8: own composition made in Oasys GSA 

3.7 .1-3.7-3,3.7.5-3.7.8: own composition 
3·7A, 3·7·9, 3.7.10: own composition made in Oasys GSA 

3.8.1,3.8.3-3.8.7,3.8.12: own composition 
3.8.2: www.f/ickr.com 
3.8.9,3.8 .10: www.dezeen.com 
3.8.n: www.hightexworld.com 

C.l: own composition 
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